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Introduction

Photonics is a term currently understood to mean the generation, handling and
detection of optical radiation. My work here generally centers around a specific
area of photonics associated with periodic structures, in particular, spatially
periodic concerning the refractive index of a structure. This periodicity, in
other words, the order is the reason for many interesting light-matter interac-
tion effects. Nature has already made use of these in the form of pigmentless
iridescent colors of the peacock’s tail [1] or blue morpho butterfly [2] etc. To be-
gin with, the name of those periodically modulated refractive index structures
is "Photonic crystal" (abbrev. PhC). The refractive index can be modulated
along any possible direction is space, from 1-dimensional examples, where the
pattern is repeated, as the name implies in one direction, to 3-dimensional.
Periodicity is not enough for interesting interactions as the PhC lattice must
also be on the scale of the wavelength λ of interest and often be oriented in the
right direction. To recognize these conditions, where there is no absorption is
not trivial.

Photonic crystals, are celebrated for their properties in the frequency do-
main, such as frequency bandgaps and slow light effect [3, 4], however, they
can also affect the spatial beam propagation, causing such peculiarities as the
negative refraction [5, 6], anomalous diffraction (flat lensing) [7, 8], and, most
importantly for the present work – spatial (angular) filtering. The spatial
filtering by PhCs is based on the angular bandgaps [9, 10] and angular quasi-
bandgaps [11, 12], and does not require the access to the far-field domain of
resonating field unlike with conventional filtering techniques by confocal lens
arrangements.

Both cases are explored here in my thesis, beginning with the problem of
producing such structures so they can be examined, expanding the theory of
how can they be improved, and finally testing how the electromagnetic field
behaves in a positive feedback system, such as a laser cavity.
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Goal of the dissertation
By using the numerical and available micro-fabrication techniques to produce
and characterize Photonic crystal filters with well understood properties to be
applicable in laser cavities.

Novelty and importance of the work
1. A new method for forming Laue regime PhC spatial filters using a Bessel

beam based direct laser write approach was developed to overcome PhCs
length limitations.

2. Bragg regime Photonic crystals have been experimentally shown to facil-
itate a spatial filtering effect in the visible range.

3. The axisymmetric geometry photonic crystals with linear modulation of
the longitudinal period were demonstrated. It was shown, that the far-
field filtering band angle-width is improved by a factor of two.

4. It was experimentally demonstrated that non-linear vs. linear chirped
modulation of the longitudinal periods (chirp) improves the transmission
profile for two-dimensional Laue regime photonic crystals for spatial light
filtering.

5. A microchip laser combined with an intra-cavity axisymmetric photonic
crystal spatial filter has been demonstrated featuring an increased beam
brightness by a factor of three.

6. A broad area emitting external cavity semiconductor laser combined with
an intra-cavity photonic crystal spatial filter has been demonstrated to
feature enhanced beam brightness.

Statements to defend
1. 2D Photonic crystals arranged in the Laue regime for spatial filtering

can be realized using a Bessel beam DLW approach, therefore removing
the experimental limitation of the number of longitudinal periods and
consequently increasing the achievable filtering angular bandwidth to ∼4°
in the visible and 6° in the infrared operational wavelength regimes.

2. 2D Photonic crystals, arranged in the transmission Bragg regime as
conformal thin-film dielectric layers deposited on a periodically modu-
lated 1D relief grating template, show detectable signs of spatial filtering
through a stop-gap mechanism in the visible regime.
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3. 3D axisymmetric Photonic crystals arranged in the Laue regime for spa-
tial filtering for the VIS (λ = 633 nm) wavelength range can be realized
using a Gaussian beam DLW approach to have a longitudinal period lin-
ear chirp structure that due to a change of the central filtering angle
along the PhC structure results in an increased from 17 mrad to 43 mrad
angular filtering interval.

4. 2D Photonic crystals that are arranged in the Laue spatial filtering ge-
ometry and are fabricated using the DLW method have non-trivial longi-
tudinal period length (interlayer distance) chirp variations, wherein such
variations that match selected far-field intensity transmission (filtering)
profiles can be discovered using the numeric gradient and genetic opti-
mization algorithms.

5. 3D axisymmetric photonic crystals arranged in the Laue regime for spatial
filtering can produce an increase in the observed beam brightness of an
axially pumped continuous-wave operation Nd:YAG laser by a factor of
3 by introducing a far-field domain intensity transmission profile that
suppresses the higher-order resonant cavity transverse modes.

6. The emitted beam brightness of an external cavity single emitter broad-
edge emitting semiconductor IR laser (λ = 970 nm) can be increased at
least by a factor of 1.5 by an intracavity 2D photonic crystal Laue regime
spatial filter that introduces a far-field domain angular loss profile for
slow-axis plane suppressing the higher-order resonant cavity transverse
modes.

Layout of the dissertation
The dissertation is segmented in 4 main parts, or chapters. The first part
introduces the reader to the terms that I preferred to use, the second new
finding on new types of PhCs by media and fabrication method, the third
part to the solution of tuning the geometry of Laue PhC filters and the fourth
demonstrating new types of lasers with integrated PhCs.

Contribution of the author
The main co-authors of the research results presented in the Thesis are prof.
dr. R. Gadonas, prof. dr. K. Staliūnas, dr. V. Purlys, dr. M. Peckus, PhD
student L. Grinevičiūtė, dr. Tomas Tolenis., Master student Ceren Babayt, dr.
Carsten Bree, PhD student Sandeep Gawali.

Contribution of thesis author is further noted in accordance to the list of
Thesis papers.
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1. Conceptual overview

Photonics is a term currently understood to mean the generation, handling and
detection of optical radiation. My work here generally centers around a specific
area of photonics associated with periodic structures, in particular, spatially
periodic concerning the refractive index of a structure. This periodicity, in
other words – order, is the reason for many interesting light-matter interaction
effects. Nature has already made use of these in the form of pigment-less iri-
descent colors of the peacock’s tail [1] or blue morpho butterfly [2] etc. The
selective interaction between radiation of a particular wavelength and the pe-
riodic structure is the key here. In my thesis, I will demonstrate how these
structures can be made, understood and used for a particular industrial appli-
cation.

Photonic crystals
To begin with, the name of those periodically modulated refractive index struc-
tures is "Photonic crystal" (abbrev. PhC). The refractive index can be modu-
lated along any possible direction is space, from 1-dimensional examples, where
the pattern is repeated, as the name implies in one direction, to 3-dimensional.
Periodicity is not enough for interesting interactions as the PhC lattice must
be on the scale of the wavelength λ of interest and often be oriented in the
right direction. To recognize these conditions, where there is no absorption is
not trivial.

Historically speaking, the first example of such structure was a crystalline
mineral examined by Lord Rayleigh. The mineral was correctly recognized
to have particular optical transmission and reflection properties not due to
absorption, but due to its periodic structure [13]. A particular reflection ap-
peared, when for a particular observed wavelength, the lattice constant was of
half-wavelength (λ/2 ≈ d). Following this discovery, it took a century for the
nomenclature of Photonic crystal to be born in the context of structures mod-
ulated in three dimensions [14, 15]. The property of interest that characterizes
these structures is most often called the photonic-bandgap.
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1.1. The photonic bangap and spatial filtering
Photonic crystals, besides their celebrated properties in the frequency domain,
such as frequency bandgaps and slow light effects [3, 4], can also affect the
spatial beam propagation, causing such peculiarities as the negative refraction
[5, 6], anomalous diffraction (flat lensing) [7, 8], and importantly for the present
work – spatial (angular) filtering. The spatial filtering by PhCs is based on the
angular bandgap PhCs [9, 10] and angular quasi-bandgaps PhC [11, 12], and
does not require the access to the far-field domain of resonating field like with
conventional filtering techniques by a confocal lens arrangement.

Spatial (or angular) filtering is frequently used to improve the spatial qual-
ity of light beams by removing the undesired angular or far-field components
of the radiation. Conventional design for spatial filtering comprises a confo-
cal system of lenses with a diaphragm of appropriate diameter positioned in
the confocal plane, blocking the undesired angular components of the spatial
spectrum [16]. Such a configuration extends over at least two focal lengths of
both lenses and is of a relatively large size – it could hardly be used in micro-
or nano-scale photonic devices. Other, more sophisticated arrangements for
spatial filtering are based on liquid–crystal cells [17], utilization of thin-film in-
terfaces [18], anisotropic media [19], metallic grids [20], etc. have not resulted
in widespread technological applications. Recently, an alternative approach to
spatial filtering has been suggested, which is based on the propagation of light
beams through photonic crystals (PhCs) — materials with a periodic modula-
tion of the refractive index on a wavelength scale [21, 9, 22, 10]. PhC based
spatial filters are potentially advantageous due to their relatively small size as
compared to the conventional spatial filters, which could enable the integration
of such filters into micro-optical devices or micro-laser resonators.

These filters are based on the well-known property of PhCs – photonic
bandgaps, i.e., forbidden frequency ranges at which light waves cannot prop-
agate [15]. The PhCs, thus in general, can provide frequency (chromatic) fil-
tering, eliminating (reflecting) specific frequency components from the incident
radiation. Similar to the chromatic bandgaps (complete photonic bandgaps),
angular bandgaps (partial photonic bandgaps or stopgaps) can also appear
in PhCs, which can be engineered in such a way that for a given frequency
only on- and around- axis waves are allowed to propagate. Angular filtering
has been shown in two- and three-dimensional (2D and 3D) PhCs in the mi-
crowave and infrared spectral range [21, 9, 22, 10]. Most simple mechanisms
of spatial filtering by PhCs are based on angular band gaps, which appear if
a condition related to a longitudinal modulation period: d|| . λ/2, is met.
However, despite the enormous progress in micro and nano-structure fabrica-
tion technologies, the latter condition was still difficult to fulfill in the visible
and near-infrared ranges. Perhaps, this is the reason why the spatial filtering
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by angular band gaps has never been before experimentally demonstrated in
optics. However, indeed such a filter has been realized and is further elaborated
on in section 2.3.

Figure 1.1: Illustration of spatial filtering in a 2D PhC: Laue mechanism of
resonant wave scattering in a gapless configuration for first order same sign
±|α| =⇒ ±|β| (a) and opposite sign ∓|α| =⇒ ±|β| (b) deflection and the
corresponding model lattice structure (c); Bragg mechanism for first order same
sign ±|α| =⇒ ±|β| (d) and opposite sign ∓|α| =⇒ ±|β| (e) reflection and
corresponding model lattice structure (f). Filtering occurs when the waves in
the yellow triangle, centered around the α, incidence zones get into resonant
scattering condition with PhC lattice wave vectors ~q1,2 = (q⊥, q‖). u.c. -
denoted the unit cell, ∆n(r) - the spatial refractive index distribution.

As an alternative to the spatial filtering based on the angular band gaps, a
mechanism of PhC based spatial filtering was proposed with the PhCs arranged
in a gapless (or quasi angular bandgap) configuration [23]. In the latter case,
a deflection of the angular components of radiation in the forward direction is
observed (see fig. 1.1). The gapless spatial filtering can be obtained for sub-
stantially larger longitudinal periods of modulation d|| > λ/2; hence, current
fabrication techniques can be applied more efficiently. Such kind of filtering
has been recently demonstrated experimentally in different 3D configurations
using PhCs with a rectangular symmetry in transverse space [11, 24], as well
as photonic structures with axisymmetric rings [25, 26]. The gapless filtering
has been recently proposed also to clean atomic ensembles on Bose-Einstein
condensates [27].
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1.2. Principles
To help the reader better understand the physical mechanism of how such a fil-
ter works, I will outline the terms and principles of two types of filters: Laue and
Bragg. The terminology used here was proposed in ref. [12]. The directionally
selective structures that have longitudinal periods larger than the wavelength
λ/2 < dz will be referred to as operating in the Laue regime. The term here
is used in analogy to forward X-Ray diffraction in crystalline materials (Laue
diffraction [28]), however, reserved for the optical context [29]. Following this
train of thought, I define the Bragg regime for the case of λ/2 & dz in the same
crystallographic X-Ray diffraction that produces strong reflections for particu-
lar angles of incidence from periodic structures [30]. This basically corresponds
to the case of said optical photonic bandgap structures, but it should be easier
to grasp in the sense of constructive and destructive interference, probably,
more usual for my reader.

The lattice system of interest here (at least for the 2D case) is the centered
rectangular (orthorhombic). Both relevant cases of such lattice and scattering
mechanism is illustrated in fig. 1.1. Such a lattice can be characterized by
the lattice wave-vector in k-space (reciprocal space): q = {q⊥, q‖}. There
are alternative notations for said components such as q⊥ ≡ qx ≡ qy ≡ qr
and q‖ ≡ qz (along optical axis) depending on the context. The wave-vector
components are associated with the lattice constants as q⊥ = 2πm⊥/d⊥ and
q‖ = 2πm‖/d‖. The values m are such that m⊥ ∈ Z,m‖ ∈ N. Resonant
scattering for an incident plane wave k1 with the wavenumber ‖k‖ = 2πn0/λair

by the PhC structure into some allowed k2 occurs, if the momentum and energy
are conserved (elastic scattering):

k‖1 + q‖ = k‖2, (1.1a)

k⊥1 + q⊥ = k⊥2, (1.1b)

k2
‖1 + k2

⊥1 = k2, (1.1c)

k2
‖2 + k2

⊥2 = k2. (1.1d)

Considering only forward propagation and first order scattering m⊥,m‖ = 1
scattering will occur when at the filtering angle α into the angle β:

k⊥1 = −q⊥2 ±
q‖

2

√√√√−q2
‖ + q2

⊥ − 4k2

q2
‖ + q2

⊥
, (1.2a)

k⊥2 = q⊥
2 ±

q‖

2

√√√√−q2
‖ + q2

⊥ − 4k2

q2
‖ + q2

⊥
. (1.2b)
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αfiltr. = arcsin(k⊥1n0/k). (1.2c)

βdifr = arcsin(k⊥2n0/k). (1.2d)

These equations hold for both cases (Laue and Bragg). However, knowing
the resonant angles for a particular wavelength is not enough. The remaining
question concerns how the energy is transferred between coupled waves in the
PhC as a beam propagates. For the Bragg regime reflection causes the field to
decays exponentially, in Laue filters the energy is transferred in a non-trivial
way. The interaction between two coupled waves for both cases is shown in fig.
1.2.

Figure 1.2: The diffracted waves in Laue configuration propagate in a forward
direction and result in periodic energy exchange between the zero and first
diffraction orders, whereas the waves in a Bragg configuration reflect backward,
and thus result in an exponential decay (and correspondingly the stop-bands)
of the incident wave intensity.

1.2.1. Laue regime filters
The PhC filters so far were designed and fabricated to work in Laue diffrac-
tion regime, where the waves diffract predominantly in a forward direction as
schematically illustrated in fig. 1.1 (a,b). In general, the Laue regime occurs for
dz > λ. In this case, no full photonic bandgap exists. As the wave propagates
through the PhC, the periodic revivals called Rabi oscillations occur between
the zero- (m⊥,m‖ = 0) and first- (m⊥,m‖ = 1) diffracted orders.

The advantage of proposed Laue spatial filtering is that it requires relatively
low refractive index modulation (of the order of 10−2 and less), which is around
two orders lower compared to Bragg cases [10, 9, 22, 21]. Such low index
modulation suggests the possibility for the inscription of such PhCs into the
bulk of transparent materials, such as glass, by using direct femtosecond laser
write (DLW) technique [31, 32]. However, this technique typically allows for
lower values of refractive index modulation (10−3). Too low values impose
other restriction, mainly, as explained below, on the necessary PhC lengths for
efficient operation. Therefore, a careful choice of processing parameters must
be made in order to optimize it.
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Due to the fact that relatively small transversal periods (of an order of 1
and 2 micrometers for 2D and 3D axisymmetric PhCs, respectively) were used
in the multilayer structures, the formation of successive layers can modify the
previous one and induce tension in the area of further successive layer fabrica-
tion. This makes it difficult to characterize such structures using conventional
methods, such as phase contrast microscopy. The solution is using a characteri-
zation method based on the so-called s-coefficient, which is a phenomenological
constant and allows the characterization of periodic structures without knowing
its specific details (such as amplitude ∆nmax of refractive index modulation,
profile of refractive index change, size of the modified regions or, more partic-
ularly, the longitudinal size of the modifications Δl). The s - coefficient can be
interpreted as the scattering coefficient of one crystalline longitudinal period
of the structure and expressed by (see Thesis paper A2 Appendix A and B or
Thesis paper A4 Note 1 in Supporting information for a detailed derivation):

s = π3/2∆nmax∆l/2λ0, (1.3)

and as it was shown in [24], can be used as a tool for determining the most
appropriate crystal geometry for available laser processing parameters for a
given application. For example, if for given PhC fabrication conditions the
value of s is known, and a particular application requires a 100% intensity
depletion for an arbitrary input beam along a predefined filtering angle α, then
the number of PhC periods N needed to achieve the best result can be estimated
following the relation s×N ≈ 1.5. In addition, approximate line width could be
determined, which follows the relation w ≈ 50

√
s mrad. Similarly, controlling

s might also be beneficial for other applications, e.g. axisymmetric super-
collimation [33] or flat lensing [34].

To simulate the behavior of Laue PhCs, multiple methods can be used. The
beam propagation method (BPM) is the preferred choice [35, 36]. It is used
when diffractive homogeneous space propagation can be evaluated separately
from scattering from an infinitely thin phase grating, which, in this case, applies
to one crystal layer. It is simple, requires low computational resources, and
its use is justified as long as the refractive index modulation depth is low
∆n < 10−2 (reflections can be ignored) and longitudinal period length is greater
than the wavelength of operation so as n0dz/λ ≥ 7.2 as outlined in Thesis Paper
A2 Appendix A.

Applying the method is relatively simple. Consider the electric field vector
E polarized along the "bars" of the PhC (Transverse Magnetic polarization).
The electric field is defined as E(x, z, t) = E(x, z) exp iωt, with a complex
amplitude E(x, z) = A(x, z) exp iφ(x, z). The problem to be solved is deter-
mining how the complex envelope A(x, z) (under the slow varying envelope
approximation) changes from the input A(x, z = 0) =⇒ A0 to the output facet
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A(x, z = 2Ndz/2) =⇒ AN of a PhC having N periods or 2N layers. The lay-
ers are spaced in the longitudinal direction by half of the period length for a
non-chirped structure dz/2 = dz/2. To get the result numerically the following
procedure needs to be applied in an iterative manner:

Aj = F−1 (PF(SAj−1)) , j = 1, 2, ..., 2N. (1.4)

F and F−1 are the discrete Fourier and inverse Fourier transform operators. S
is the scattering operator (space-dependent or inhomogeneous operator). It can
be defined as S = exp (isMj) 1. As the refractive index pattern can take many
forms Mj can be defined in a multitude of ways, but here it is approximated
to be of a harmonic profile Mj = (−1)j cos(2πx/dx). P is the homogeneous
space propagation (diffraction) operator. Following traditional formalism it is
defined for the paraxial case, however, the paraxial dispersion can be substi-
tuted with the spherical dispersion term and it gives better correspondence
experimental results2: P = exp

(
idz/2

√
(k2 − k2

x

)
. A flow chart to visualize

the implementation of eq. 1.4 is given in fig. 1.3.
If the PhC layer structure is more complicated and known, then eq. 1.4 can

be adapted. In the simplest case, the layer must be divided to m sublayers.
m is the sublayer step number for a thickness of dz/2/m. Then the scattering
coefficient also must be scaled s→ s/m, to avoid incorrectly modeling m times
more efficient PhCs. Then propagation and scattering operators Sj,p and Mj,p

must become dependent on an additional iteration number p = 1, 2, . . .m.
Having this in mind, consider the exemplary case where the layers have

an asymmetric tilt. A new parameter θp can be introduced: Mj,p =
(−1)j cos (xqx + pθpdz/m) , to control the new phase term that is responsi-
ble for displacing the phase grating along the x-direction for every sublayer
step m in the z direction. To simulate the structure using these modifications
it would take 2N ×m iterations3. Asymmetric filtering would be observed for
θp 6= 0.

1Note that there are different definitions of the s-coefficient. It depends on what is con-
sidered to be the scattering element. Either it is the unit cell (2 layers - single longitudinal
period) or half of unit-cell (1 layer - half of one longitudinal period). I prefer to use a single
layer approach here. ∼ 2 × s should be used if results need to compared with [24], where a
scattering matrix method was applied as in [37]. There s was defined for a pair of longitudinal
layers (one unit cell).

2It is a heuristic assumption, meaning that it is observed to work empirically. That this
intuitive assumption is justified can be seen from the BPM derivation in [36]

3I note that good convergence for this model is reached for 3 < m.
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Figure 1.3: A flow chart showing how to implement eq. 1.4 for simulating a
PhC characterized by N periods, s-coefficient, a transverse lattice constant dx
and geometry vector ~dz/2. A,S,P,x,y,kx,ky are, numerically speaking, ar-
rays and � elementwise multiplication. This together with the implementation
examples given in [38] is enough for the reader to replicate the numeric results
presented in this dissertation.

In summary, this is enough information for the reader to build a sufficient
numerical model for both 2D and 3D Laue PhC filters. In addition, for more
complicated structures, the model can be easily adapted. For example, if the
PhC is 3D, then the BPM can be applied with taking into account the extra y-
dimension. If polarization considered is transverse electric, then typical smaller
values of s must be used. If the structure is axisymmetric then the Quasi-
Discrete Hankel transform [39] can be used to gain calculation speed at the
cost of information about the k⊥ = 0 component intensity value as was done
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in [33] and Thesis paper A1.
If the refractive index becomes significant enough ∆n ≥ 10−2, this method

will fail to predict precise transmission properties of the Laue PhC filter due
to significant reflections. At that point, to estimate angular transmission spec-
tra either the (computationally costly) FDTD method should be used [40] or
Rigorous coupled wave analysis as in Thesis paper A5.

Alternative nomenclature

For the paraxial approximation, the filtering angle α obeys the simple relation
(which follows from the resonance conditions of modulation- and light wavevec-
tors):

sin (α) = q⊥
1

2k0
(Q− 1) = λ

2d⊥
(Q− 1) (1.5)

Here, a dimensionless parameter Q is defined as

Q = 2 d
2
⊥

λd‖
. (1.6)

The reader might wonder why such an additional definition is necessary.
The first reason is that it is more simple then eq. 1.2 and easy to apply. The
second is that an analogy with the Talbot effect (grating self-imaging effect)
[41] exists. Assuming that λ � d⊥, the Talbot length for which a diffraction
grating evenly illuminated by a monochromatic wave will generate an image of
itself in the near-field is zT = 2d2

⊥/λ [42]4. Therefore the physical meaning of
1.6 is the ratio of the longitudinal period with the Talbot distance Q = zT /d‖.
Taking the Talbot effect into account has already proven to be beneficial in
producing advanced multi-layered phase elements [43].

1.2.2. Bragg regime filters
As for the Bragg regime PhCs, they will be considered in the geometry shown
in Fig. 1.1(f). Basically, it is a modulated substrate with alternating conformal
layers with high nh and low nl refractive index values. Typically such structures
are considered as high diffraction efficiency dielectric reflection gratings [44,
45, 46]. The principle most often applied for extreme-ultraviolet-spectroscopy
[47, 48]. However, here, such structures are considered in a context of as
spatially selective devices in transmission for the optical regime.

In reference to Thesis paper A6 the typical periods are on the scale of
dx ≈ 1.67 µm and dz ≈ λ/2 with layer thickness of l = dz/2. Refractive index
contrast is ∆n = nhigh − nlow ≈ 0.12. The preferred method of visualizing the
filtering effect is the angular vs wavelength intensity transmission map for the

4Also images of varying periodicity will be created at, notably, 1/4zT , 2/4zT , 3/4zT
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zero-order component. The Bragg PhC filter is expected to be characterized
by a more complicated band-structure than that of the Laue filters (see Thesis
paper A3 Supplementary information Fig. S3) as higher order stop-bands of
significant importance.

Approximating these positions of said bands is relatively easy using a
more convenient expression than 1.2. If the incident wave is characterized
with a wave-vector k0 = (k0 sin(θ), k0 cos(θ)) and the lattice with qn,m =
(mxqx,mzqz) and same conservation laws hold as defined in 1.1, then stop-
bands should appear at:

|k|m,n = m2
xq

2
x +m2

zq
2
z

2m2
zq

2
z cos θ − 2m2

xq
2
x sin θ ,mx ∈ Z,mz ∈ N. (1.7)

mx and mz correspond to the transverse and longitudinal harmonics of the
lattice.

For quantitative analysis, the preferred method is FDTD [40], when cali-
brated with observable angular transmission spectra from the experiment.
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2. PhC spatial filters by
medium and fabrication method

In this chapter, I review three types of PhCs for spatial filtering that have been
experimentally tested in a single pass regime. The Laue type PhC spatial filter
was explored in a 2D and axisymmetric (3D) geometry and the Bragg type
PhC spatial filter based on conformal thin-film dielectric coatings (2D).

2.1. Gaussian beam based DLW of PhCs
The experimental considerations here presented are associated with Thesis pa-
pers A1, A2, A3, A4.

2.1.1. Motivation
As explained in subsection 1.2.1 the main parameter used the characterize PhC
Laue filters is the scattering efficiency coefficient s. Although the s-coefficient is
useful in determining the behavior of the PhC filter, its dependence on param-
eters important for the PhC DLW processes has never been explored before.
These parameters include the DLW speed, peak intensity, pulse repetition rate,
etc.. Little was known about the optimization of PhC based filter fabrication
conditions in general. Therefore, this section is devoted to the experimental
study of the Laue spatial filter performance, in other words, the behaviors of
the s-coefficient, depending on DLW conditions.

2.1.2. Experimental methodology

DLW setup and mechanism

The DLW setup is already discussed repeatedly in detailed in numerous external
sources. In short, it is comprised out of a laser beam source, focusing means,
such as high NA lens producing a focused Gaussian beam, sample scanning
means, such as translation stages and/or a galvanometric scanner, and some
additional control means for the polarization, beam diameter etc.: fig. 2.1. It
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would be extremely redundant to go into detail here as the same setup was used
and fully described in [49, 50]. The important thing is the DLW parameters that
determine the physical modification mechanism in the bulk of the transparent
dielectric materials used as the substrates for PhC formation.

A pulsed laser source producing 300 fs duration pulses with a central wave-
length of λ0 = 1030 nm was used1. The beam was delivered into the substrate
using high numerical aperture (NA) >0.9 microscope objectives resulting in
TW/cm2 peak intensities. At such high intensities, dielectric breakdown oc-
curred inside the material resulting in a multitude of effects, of which the rele-
vant result is the change of refractive index. Scanning speed v and laser pulse
repetition frequency f are parameters that vary between the thesis papers and
are disclosed in the following subsections below.

Figure 2.1: The core concept of a DLW setup used to produce localized modi-
fication inside the bulk of a transparent material.

Materials

Two of these materials chosen for the Gaussian beam based DLW experiments
were soda-lime glass (SLG) and Foturan2 photosensitive glass.

Soda-lime glass is produced when pure silica is combined with sodium or
calcium ions in the form of Na2O and CaO additives. This drastically reduces
the melting point, easing manufacturing, at the same time increasing the den-
sity and refractive index compared to pure silica. However, as a trade-off this

1Photon energy is Ep ≈ 1.2 eV
2This is a trade-name.
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T.p. NA v,
mm/s

f ,
kHz

Eimp.,
nJ

Ipeak,
TW/cm2 Mat. λ,

nm s

A1 0.95 0.8 1 600 342 SLG 633 0.075

A2 1.4
1.25,
2.5,
10

25,
50,
100

80-320 69-276 SLG 633 0.03-
0.055

A3 0.95 0.8 1 432 246 SLG 1064 0.025
A4 1.25 0.25 10 100 42 Fot. 633 0.065

Table 2.1: Experimental parameters by Thesis papers. Parameters provided
have been adjusted for the transmission of the DLW system.

reduces chemical durability, electrical resistivity, increasing the thermal expan-
sion coefficients etc.[51]. 3D micro-resonators [52], waveguides [53, 54], Bragg
gratings [55] have been demonstrated in this material. The soda-lime glass
samples used here were standard microscope slides (Carl Roth, ISO 8037-1,
nref = 1.52). The reported make up of the material is 69 % SiO2 1 % B2O3 3
% K2O 4 % AI2O3 13 % Na2O 2 % BaO 5 % CaO 3 % MgO [56].

The second material used was Foturan (nref ≈ 1.51). It belongs to the
lithium aluminosilicate glass family and doped with a trace amount of silver and
cerium oxides. Its approximate composition is reported in [57]. It is important
to note that its photosensitive, ceramization or wet etching properties were
of no interest here. It was used due to an empirically established relative
high degree of refractive index change resulting in a high s value, while being
structured point-by-point using a focused pulsed fs beam (without post-heat
treatment) [31, 58, 59].

All relevant parameters for both materials and achieved s values are outlined
in Table. 2.1.

Summary of the refractive index modification principles

Having listed the processing parameters and mention a couple of materials
used, I make a note of some insights into the physical processes that occur
during the DLW structuring.

The materials important in this thesis are multi-component glasses. They
are soda-lime glass, Foturan glass (subsection 2.1.2) and N-BK7 (subsection
2.2.2). They compare to the most studied material in terms of their optical
properties: fused-silica glass [60, 61, 62] that has an electronic direct band-gap
energy in the range of 7.52 ≤ Eg ≤ 9.6 eV [63, 64, 65] by all having lower
band-gap values: soda-lime glass ∼3 eV [66], Foturan3 ∼3.6 eV [67, 68, 69, 70],

3In actuality, the excitation process is complicated as the excitation of electrons occurs
from the valence to a defect band separated by 3.6 eV and then from the defect band to the
defect band to the conduction band. The valence and conduction bands are separated by ∼8
eV (see references).
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N-BK7 ∼4.28 eV [71, 72].
Limiting the discussion4 to what is relevant for the listed materials at dis-

closed experimental conditions, the most important factors are that the DLW
pulsed beam pulse duration was 200-300 fs, the dielectric materials are amor-
phous and transparent for the wavelength used (can only be modified through
a nonlinear process). The bulk material modification mechanism is based on
free-electron plasma generation, subsequent energy transfer processes to the
lattice (glass matrix) subsystem [74] and thermal-elastic relaxation processes
[75, 76, 77, 78].

According to the Keldysh parameter formalism and current understanding
[79, 80, 81] during the radiation-matter interaction multi-photon absorption
is the dominant mechanism generating free electrons excited from the valence
band to the conduction band followed by to a lesser extent contributing linear
absorption and avalanche ionization (impact ionization) that occurs at the end
of the femtosecond pulse interaction5. This occurs at a localized zone, where
the laser beam intensity is above the laser damage threshold for the particular
material, and more precisely at the focus of the DLW system.

As the energy is accumulated in the electron subsystem on the time scales
comparable to that of the femtosecond pulse duration, the lattice (here, more
precisely, the glass matrix) system remains "cold" (unaffected by the radia-
tion). After some time, the generated free electrons through self-trapping6

[84] and the electron-phonon interaction (occurring at a time scale of 1-10 ps)
[74] transfer the accumulated energy to the lattice (matrix) subsystem. The
thermal diffusion is slow enough for large amounts of heat to be accumulated
locally [85], resulting in cleaving and restructuring of covalent bonds - color
center formation, remelting - reforming cyclic connections and ion migration,
inducing mechanical stress around the modified zones [86, 78]. Ultimately, the
local density changes result in observable localized refractive index changes
that, if spatially distributed correctly, comprise the Laue type PhC.

Characterization methods

The structures were characterized firstly by a single pass focused beam ap-
proach. The transmitted beam was projected in on a CCD matrix placed the
far-field at a known distance. The intensity values were read-out for a relevant
matrix row/column or averaged multiple rows or columns and assigned to the
equivalent angular value. The PhC function was analyzed by comparing the
incident beam angular spectra with the one transmitted by the PhC. The probe
beam was always linearly polarized in such a way that the electric field vector

4For a more detailed outlook, I recommend seeing ref. [73] for an excellent introduction
concerning glass modification.

5Usually, free-electron plasma is induced.
6This occurs, for example, for soda-lime glass over a decay time of 100 ps [82] or for BK-7

over 5 ns [83].
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E oscillated in parallel with the PhC features (observed as linear features of
the induced refractive index change zones). In analogy to diffraction grating
theory, it should be considered P-polarization (TE waves).

For the observation of the structural changes inside the glass, two meth-
ods were used. Glass substrates containing the formed PhC were diced and
polished. Firstly, an inspection was performed using an optical microscope to
observe possible wave-guiding (positive refractive change sites) [87, 77]. This
method had a limited resolution, therefore, using the second method, samples
were wet-etched in a concentrated alkaline aqueous solution (high concentra-
tion potassium hydroxide) [88] to produce a nanoscale indentation observable
under a scanning electron microscope (SEM) [89].

Figure 2.2: PhC transmitted far-field intensity plots and SEM images of the
cleaved and wet-etched samples with up-scaled PhCs. The scanning speed was
1500 mm/s, and the polarization plane was oriented along the X-direction.
An asymmetric "Y"-letter shaped structure appears depending on the scanning
direction for each individual layer. [90]

2.1.3. Summary of main results
During this study, a number of interesting nuances have been discovered about
PhC filter formation inside the bulk of soda-lime glass. They can be outlined
as follows. There exists an optimal pulse energy/peak intensity value for three
tested pulse repetition rates f that optimize the s-coefficient. For particular
geometries and DLW parameters used asymmetric filtering was observed. Such
asymmetric filtering is explained by an asymmetric internal structure.
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In T.p. A2 Fig. 5 it is shown that the refractive index modulation depth is
increasing with increasing pulse energy up to a maximum value. At some point,
a decrease is observed if the pulse energy is increased further. This happens
due to the fact that not only the modulation depth increases, but also the
geometrical parameters change [91, 87]. The particular way this manifests in
terms of scattering efficiency is via the size of DLW modified zones (voxels) that
increase in size until they reach optimal dimensions, and with further increased
exposure become large enough to overlap transversally (along the transverse
lattice vector qx), thus reducing the index modulation depth of the periodic
structure and causing the decrease of the s-coefficient value for higher pulse
energy/peak intensity values.

This is also corroborated by what is known from other experiments, where
at similar parameters during the DLW procedure a negative-positive refractive
index changes structures are formed. A reduced refractive index rarefied core
[77] that is surrounded by a shell and/or at least two separate densified pos-
itive refractive index structures [87, 92] tends to form. Overlapping positive
refractive index shells should maximize the s-coefficient, while overlapping the
negative refractive index core with the neighboring negative refractive index
change shell would reduce it.

Also, during the experiments weakly asymmetric filtering spatial spectra
patterns, wherein the angular filtering bands at |α+| = |α−| differed, were
observed. Mainly it featured empirically different transmission coefficients
T (α) 6= T (−α) or, in other words, scattering efficiencies s+ 6= s−. This was
especially true, when deviating from the Emax s and Imax s parameter values.
Such behavior was unexpected and was further explored by varying the DLW
beam polarization angle and beam writing direction to isolate possible unusual
interaction mechanisms. After choosing different fabrication parameters and
geometries with different dx values, cases, where the effect is significantly pro-
nounced, were found.

A BPM model7 that presumes a tilted internal layer structure has been
developed. It successfully explained the asymmetric scattering efficiency in
relation to the layer-by-layer scanning direction, wherein asymmetry is reduced
as the scanning directions is varied instead of fixed for all layers.

2.2. Bessel beam based DLW PhCs
In this section, I describe what is presented in thesis paper A7 and was to
produce the structures in thesis paper A8.

7See subsection 1.2.1.
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2.2.1. Motivation
In practice, the fabricated PhC filters, especially those written by femtosecond
pulses inside inorganic material substrates using the direct laser writing tech-
niques, have a problem of the limited functionality for spatial filtering. Firstly,
the rough estimations show [12], that the filtering depth scales as ∆n × l/λ,
where ∆n is the refraction index contrast (which in glasses is of the order of
(10−3 − 10−2), l is the length of the written photonic crystal, λ is the wave-
length. This means that for efficient filtering, with 100% intensity attenuation
at the filtering angle α, can be achieved for >100 µm length PhCs. Moreover,
the angular width of the angular filtering band is proportional to ∆n, which
is the fractions of degree for such low-index-contrast PhCs. For relevant appli-
cations, the filtering bandwidth of several degrees is required (for instance the
main technological challenge in edge-emitting lasers is to reduce the slow-axis
divergence from ∼ 5 degrees down to 1-2 degrees). In principle, the width of the
filtering band (φ) is not a real problem, since it can be solved by using chirped
photonic crystals [24] (T.p. A1), i.e., by sweeping of the geometrical parame-
ters along the length of the photonic structure, which sweeps central filtering
angle α in the angular transmission spectrum. Such sweep could cover greater
angular ranges, see fig. 2.3(a) for the illustration. However, this eventually
would result in the need for longer crystals.

Thumb rule [12] says that the 100% filtering of the angular range relates
with the length of the filtering crystal: L = λ∆φ/∆n. For example, if ∆n
is small, of an order of 10−2 and if the desired angular range of filtering is
∆φ ≈ 0.1 rad., then one will need a crystal with the length of the order of 1
mm. Typically, the fabrication of such filters is done by direct laser writing
using Gaussian beams, when tightly focused femtosecond laser beam induces
local modification of refractive index in glass or other transparent materials
[93, 94, 95]. The convenient transverse periodicity of the PhCs is in the range
of 1-2 µm, meaning, that a relatively high numerical aperture (NA) focusing
optics has to be used (NA > 0.8). This is not convenient for the required
minimum length of the PhC (> 1 mm). The existing variety of focusing optics
forces one to make a choice between high NA, but short working distance,
optics, and long working distance, but low NA optics. In addition, the deeper
must the focal plane be arranged in the substrate, the more the DLW beam
is affected by spherical aberrations. In practice, spherical aberrations and
available working distances limit the practical length of PhCs to a maximum
of 0.3 - 0.5 mm.

To forgo this problem, let us consider that for some applications filtering
along only one direction is sufficient. For example, such filtering is especially
suitable for broad edge-emitting semiconductor lasers, where only the slow-
axis filtering is required [96, 97]). In such case, the PhCs having 2D modulated
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geometry are needed.

Figure 2.3: The illustration of spatial filtering using chirped PhCs (a); The
PhC is fabricated by delivering a Bessel beam vertically (the filtering will follow
along the vertical direction, Z) (b).

The idea presented here is to use the Bessel beams [98] for the fabrication of
large scale 2D PhC spatial filters. Bessel beams can be generated by refractive,
reflective or diffractive axicons and are characterized by a long and narrow high
aspect ratio high-intensity (|E|2) zone. This property is used for machining
transparent materials [99, 100, 101], e.g. for the fabrication of phase elements
[102, 103]. Due to very long and narrow modifications, the fabrication can
be performed in a “horizontal geometry”, see Fig. 2.3(b). Then the maximum
length of the filtering structure is no longer a problem and in principle is limited
only by the mechanical travel range of the fabrication stages. Although the
vertical direction is still limited, it is at least 10 times longer, when compared
to the Gaussian beam strategy.
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2.2.2. Experimental methodology

Figure 2.4: Schematic representation of the fabrication arrangement (a), trans-
mission microscope-image of sample (b), and the 2D light far-field transmission
image for a focused He-Ne beam, showing the central beam region, from which
radiation must be scattered out from the filtering range (c). Arrows indicate
resonant scattering that can occur outward and also inward to the central re-
gion.

The experimental DLW setup used here is shown in Fig. 2.4. It consisted
of a UVFS axicon with a half angle of ∠α = 0.5° (apex angle 179°). It was
illuminated using a collimated pulsed beam with a center wavelength λ = 1030
nm, with a pulse repetition rate of 25 kHz and a pulse duration of approximately
200 fs. Beam diameter was around 2w = 5.25 mm (at 1/e2 intensity value).
The demagnifying telescope was arranged from two lenses with the focal lengths
of 500 and 9 mm, having a (de)magnification value of M 55.6. Pulse energy
delivered to the sample corresponded to 8 µJ.

A polished N-BK7 (n ≈ 1.51) 4 mm thick rectangular substrate was placed
on a translation stage and irradiated with the demagnified beam producing
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an initial refractive index change modification of around 600 µm. The sample
was scanned at v = 2500 µm/s in consecutive linear motion to produce the
patterns shown in Fig. 2.4(b). The usable aperture of such PhCs is 0.6x1 mm2

and can be extended in the horizontal (filtering) direction without limitation.
Note, that no spatial filters were used to compensate the limited axicon tip
quality and therefore defects are visible ant bottom of the facet view. For such
exposure conditions, it is probable that positive refractive index changes are
induced [104, 105] as no scattering losses were observed in these structures as
shown in the results section.

Non-chirped and chirped structures of various of different longitudinal pe-
riod numbers were fabricated. The minimal transverse period achievable was
dx = 3 µm. The corresponding longitudinal period was chosen by using the ge-
ometry parameter Q = 2d2

⊥/(λd‖), since it is convenient for approximating the
central filtering angle in an intuitive way: sin(αc) = λ(Q− 1)/2d⊥. Note that
the wavelength here is considered as in the dielectric substrate: λ = λvacnBK7.
For the non-chirped structures, Q was chosen to be Q = 1.2, 1.6, 2.0. For
chirped structures Q1 = 1.2, Q2 = 2.0, where the d‖ values were varied lin-
early between the corresponding values. The values depended on the probe
wavelength λ.

Two wavelengths were used: He-Ne (633 nm) and infrared 970 nm. For
chirped samples designed for lHeNe = 633 nm the longitudinal period was varied
such as 21.47 ≤d‖ ≤ 35.78 µm and for λIR = 970 nm accordingly 14.01 ≤ d‖ ≤
23.35 µm. After fabrication, the PhC samples were inspected with an optical
transmission microscope (Fig. 2.4(b)) and then probed them with focused
Gaussian profile laser beam. Angular filtering bands were observed as shown
in Fig. 2.4(c). To record the transmitted intensity pattern, the transmitted
beam was directly projected on a CCD camera matrix placed in the far-field.
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2.2.3. Summary of main results

Figure 2.5: Angular intensity spectra for PhC designed for an operating wave-
length of λ = 970 nm. The empirically measured filtering band corresponds to
2.21° ≤ |α| ≤ 8.05°

In this way, the new, convenient method for writing the relatively long photonic
crystal spatial filters was proposed. Such PhC can be efficiently applied for 1D
spatial filtering, for instance in broad-area semiconductor lasers, where the
slow-axis filtering is highly desired.

This technique, however, optimally works for 2D photonic crystals, provid-
ing 1D spatial filtering. Such filters are ideal to be incorporated into edge-
emitting laser diodes, where the divergence of the laser beam along the slow
axis is a real problem. Typically, the divergences in the slow axis reach 3 to 10
degrees [96]. The Bessel DLW technique, as can be seen from the summary in
Fig. 2.5, provides a sufficient angular filtering range.

Advanced chirping schemes could be applied to make use of a large number
of periods to either extend the filtering range or tune the angular transmission
spectrum shape T.p. A5 [12]. Making a stitched structure as in [102] could
increase the usable aperture by a factor of 2-5 times. The integration of such
advanced PhC filters into the edge-emitting semiconductor lasers is discussed
in T.p A8.

2.3. Conformal Thin-films filters
In the presented study an experimental demonstration of the signatures of
angular filtering in the Bragg configuration is provided for the first time. PhCs
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were fabricated on micro-textured substrates using physical vapour deposition
method. The results experimentally prove the concept of 2D Bragg spatial
filtering, but they do not lead to the ideal filtering performance yet, wherein
the filtered plane wave components are 100% attenuated.

Results are presented in detail in Thesis paper A6.

2.3.1. Motivation
The PhC filters so far were designed and fabricated to work in Laue diffrac-
tion regime where the waves diffract predominantly in a forward direction as
schematically illustrated in Fig. 1.1(a,b). In general, the Laue regime occurs
for dz > λ/2 . In this case, no full photonic band gap exists. As the wave
propagates through the PhC in the Laue regime, the periodic revivals called
Rabi oscillations start to occur between the zero- and first- diffracted orders
(fig. 1.2 (a)). For this reason, the length of the structure must be selected
precisely to get efficient filtering. The advantage of the Laue regime is that
the lattice periods are well achievable by optical fabrication techniques in or-
ganic/inorganic materials [106, 107, 108], as the PhC periods along the optical
axis dz are in the range of tens of microns, and along the transverse directions
dx,y - of several microns.

The spatial filtering is also possible in the so-called Bragg regime (1.1 (c,d)).
Here the length of the structure is less critical, as the Rabi oscillations between
filtered and unfiltered modes do not appear. Instead exponential decay of the
filtered modes occurs (Fig. 1.2). In the Bragg regime (most typically dz ≈ λ/2),
the optical fabrication techniques can be hardly implemented. Holographic
methods, despite promising experiments [109, 110], require ultraviolet sources
and complicated optical designs. Therefore, their use for the PhC fabrication
is very restricted, especially when the two-dimensional (2D)/three-dimensional
(3D) volume gratings are required. Here, the physical vapor deposition method
can be considered as a promising alternative solution for the fabrication of such
spatially filtering photonic structures in Bragg regimes. The thin-film depo-
sition methods have been demonstrated to be able to control the thickness
and optical parameters at high accuracy [111]. Additionally, evaporation tech-
niques, equipped with glancing angle deposition method, showed promising
results in forming microstructures on structured substrates [112].

Such deposition methods are preferable not only because they enable to
use the Bragg regime PhCs. It should be understood that Laue type PhCs
can be fabricated using the same technique. However, the method described in
section is considerably slower in terms of throughput. The reader can under-
stand the difference by considering the situation as the problem of "serial" vs.
"parallel". Direct laser writing point-by-point is considered a "serial" process,
where producing PhCs with the parameters listed in table 2.1 takes hours for
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usable apertures to be of few ≈ mm in scale. Ironically, the glass substrates
used before or after the fabrication should be AR or HR coated. In contrast,
physical vapor deposition is a "parallel" process, and even considering a hy-
pothetical situation where it could take a day to complete a single deposition
session, the amount of resulting usable aperture would be unmatched (roughly
consider the probable case where multiple PhCs can be produced on multi-
ple, lets say one inch diameter, substrates loaded in the deposition chamber).
Therefore the latter method is very attractive for applications beyond the scope
of prototypes.8

2.3.2. Methodology

Numerical

The commercial FDTD software was used for the light-matter interaction anal-
ysis in the designed structure [40, 114]. Due to the periodicity of the structure
in the X-direction, time domain calculations were conducted via the supercell
approach by assigning periodic boundary conditions in the X-direction. Here,
the FDTD method solves Maxwell’s equations by infinitely repeating the de-
fined periodical supercell in the X-direction9. To observe the angular filtering
property, the proposed structure is illuminated with P-polarized plane wave
source at a variable angle and the corresponding zero-order transmission is
calculated in the range of the wavelengths between 450 nm and 850 nm.

Experimental

The fabrication of the designed structure involved three main steps. First,
a PDMS mold of a commercially available diffraction grating (with a pitch
of dx = 1.67 µm) was made [112]. Second, a base grating was stamped on
soda-lime glass slides using a UV curable hybrid polymer (OrmoComp [119],
nref = 1.52) as the material for the replica. Finally, the multilayer coatings were
deposited on the base grating, by alternating high and low refractive index thin
films.

An electron beam based physical vapour deposition [120] system equipped
with glancing angle deposition (GLAD) technology was used in all evaporation
processes. GLAD method allows modulating the porosity of the thin films by
changing the angle between the substrate normal and evaporation flux. In such

8I must note that improvements to the DLW techniques are ongoing and are summarized
elsewhere, for example in [108, 113], including the considerations for Bessel beams in section
2.2. Nonetheless, at this moment for mass-producing the PhCs with the geometry considered
no better alternatives exist.

9I note that a very exciting alternative way of solving the same problem (numerically) is
using the so called C-method [115] and, more precisely, its variations for multi-layer gratings
[116, 117, 118]. The benefit here would the rapid rate of calculations, however, a more robust
understanding of eigenvalue of problems and quantum mechanics formalism is needed to
apply it correctly.
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Figure 2.6: Fabricated all silica Photonic crystal. Cross-sections are repre-
sented in SEM micrographs made after focused ion beam milling.

a way the refractive index of individual layers is controlled easily and with high
precision [121, 122, 123, 124, 125, 126]. During the coating process, the sub-
strates were rotated at a constant speed to ensure the conformal evaporation.
High and low refractive indexes were nH = 1.42 and nL = 1.30 respectively.
Structures with NL = 33 and NL = 39 layers were deposited starting with
the higher refractive index material. The physical thickness of each layer was
equal to 120 nm (value for dz/2 or half of the longitudinal period). The coat-
ing processes were started at room temperature, in high vacuum of and a trace
amount of oxygen gas (for oxidizing of evaporated material).

Surface morphology of the grated substrate was measured by an atomic
force microscope (AFM). Height distribution measurements of 20 × 20 µm2

surface areas were performed in tapping mode and in ambient conditions. A
commercial silicon probe with a tip diameter of < 10 nm was used. The inner
structure of the samples was characterized using an SEM after an ion beam
milling procedure (see Fig. 2.6).

The spectroscopic measurements (collimated beam) with spectrometer hav-
ing a rotating sample holder. Linearly polarized light was used for two per-
pendicular polarizations: S and P, where S polarization is perpendicular to the
grating lines on the substrate. The 0-order intensity transmission was measured
in VIS range from -40° to 40° angles of incidence.

For characterization, theNL = 39 layer structure was tested by probing with
a divergent beam to make sure that the filtering effect can be observed not only
for plane waves but also for beams with curved wavefronts. A Gaussian beam
with a wavelength of λ = 532 nm was focused onto the structure using a 2.5 cm
focal length cylindrical lens. The beam was characterized by a full divergence
angle of 6°. The transmittance was measured using sample that was mounted
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on a rotating conical mount. The mount angle was set to 21° to simulate an
effective wavelength of λeff = 570 nm for which the most interesting effect was
expected. The transmitted (filtered) beam was projected directly on the matrix
of a CCD camera placed at the far-field (fig. 2.7). The angle between the mean
plane of the PhC and the detector was changed from -40° to 40° by steps of 1°,
and the total spatial transmittance spectrum has been averaged for overlapping
angular positions.

Figure 2.7: (a) Angular transmission spectra measurement setup. Comprised
of: a laser source, P-polarized, BE- beam expander, L - cylindrical lens, S-
sample mounted in a rotating holder, and CCD camera. (b) measured angular
intensity spectra as transmitted by the PhC. The intended filtering bands are
located at around ±10 deg.

2.3.3. Summary of results
Here, the signatures of spatial filtering in the Bragg regime, based on peri-
odic photonic microstructures fabricated by physical vapour deposition, were
demonstrated. Attenuation for the selected angular components occurs via the
geometry determined stop-gaps. Further developments need to be made for
such structures to be of practical use, however, the principle of angular filtering
has been convincingly demonstrated. The main reason for the relatively weak
filtering performance used structures is the relatively large transverse periods
dx. As evidenced by eq. 4.6, the filtering parabolas for each Bragg component
cross at small angles; therefore, the narrow low-angle-pass transmission peaks
could not be obtained.
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3. Optimization, advanced
design.

In this chapter, I present the results concerning the modulation of the longitu-
dinal period dz as a function of either layer or period (unit cell) in the optical
axis direction.

The results provided in this chapter are based on Paper A1, A4 and A5.
The discussion is starts with achievements for more basic 3D axisymmetric
structures and is followed by results for 2D structures, in both cases arranged
to function in the Laue regime.

3.1. Axisymmetric 3D PhCs with chirp

3.1.1. Motivation
The axisymmetric Photonic crystal spatial filters that were demonstrated in [25]
could be interesting, when considered for active systems. I propose that such
filters be used inside lasers to provide a selection mechanism for the transverse
cavity modes, where diffraction losses needed to produce a high-quality output
beam are too small due to the short cavity length, e.g. microchip lasers [127],
VCSELs [128]. It would be ideal to have a low-angle pass band adjusted to
favor the fundamental mode (TEM00), which is, usually, the most centered
and of the narrowest angular spectrum. The increased loss for higher-order
transverse modes should increase their lasing threshold, but since the angular
filtering band is finite and optical pumping power fcan always be increased
for some higher-order modes, generation will occur nonetheless. The reader is
invited to consult T.p. A3 or fig. 4.2(g) for practical proof, wherein maximum
achievable laser beam brightness [97] is limited by aforementioned phenomena.

To use the PhC for spatial filtering in an advanced way, the angular filter-
ing ranges must be expanded beyond what was available. Therefore, here it is
demonstrated that a longitudinal chirp (the variation of the longitudinal period
along the structure) in axisymmetric photonic structures can be used as an al-
ternative method to increase the angular width φ of the filtering band. The
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Figure 3.1: Crystal geometry and samples. (a) A 3D schematic representation
of the axisymmetric photonic structure. (b) The optical microscope image (top
view) and (c) the magnified image of the fabricated structure.

use of longitudinal chirp to enhance the filtering range in 2D structures was
proposed in [24]. Such chirping for axisymmetric structures is explored here. In
particular, the filtering band angle width is explored by measuring the FWHM
(full width at half maximum) of the dominant normalized filtering line found in
the angular “deflection” spectrum: ((I0(α)− I(α)))/(I0(α)) = ∆I(α)/(I0(α)).
Additionally, numerical calculations show that the chirped structures have a
potential to enlarge filtering angular ranges, either by using longer structures
(greater N values), or by using larger amplitudes of refractive index modula-
tion.

3.1.2. Methodology
The rings in each layers of the axisymmetric structure extend up to 100 µm
in diameter and have a 2 µm separation between the rings. In every second
layer the structure of the rings is reciprocal, i.e., the radii with refractive index
maxima correspond to radii with index minima in the next layer. Two layers
comprise a one crystal period. The longitudinal period was chosen to vary
around d‖ = 13.4 µm, in accordance with expression 1.6. Such longitudinal
period corresponds to central filtering angle of 68 mrad. These parameters are
selected for a viable comparison with results from [25].

For chirped crystals the longitudinal distance between the individual lay-
ers d‖/2 = d‖/2 is linearly incremented by ∆d for every new layer: is d‖/2 =
d‖/2,begin + j ·∆d, where j counts the layers j = 1..2N , where 2N is the number
of layers and (double of the number of periods). The dimensionless chirp pa-
rameter is defined as C = ∆d‖/2/d‖/2, where d‖/2 = (d‖/2,begin + d‖/2,end)/2 is
the average distance between layers. The chirp parameter C was varied from
sample to sample.

The numeric analysis was of the structure was using the procedure defined
by eq. 1.4 and the Quasi-Discrete Hankel transform BPM algorithm [39].

As for the fabrication parameters, they are indicated in table 2.1. Charac-
terization was the same as described in subsection 2.1.2 and is shown here in
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Figure 3.2: (a) Scheme of the experimental measurements: the HeNe laser
beam is focused into PhC, a part of the angular components are deflected to the
diffraction maxima and the rest passes through. A CCD camera is positioned
to record the far-field images of the central part of the beam. A corresponding
digitally enhanced optical image of the projected output beam is shown on
the right. A numerically calculated (b) and experimentally measured (c) 2D
angular intensity spectra of a beam after passing through the sample with N =
14 periods without chirp (C = 0%) is demonstrated including the crosssections
(d) of the intensity distributions from the central parts of the calculated and
measured spectra. (e) Numerically calculated angular spectrum of a chirped
structure with the same number of periods (C = 1%), (f) a corresponding
experimental spectrum, with the vertical crosssections shown in (g).

fig. 3.2(a). No noticeable change in far-field images behind the structure was
observed under different angles of polarization of the incident beam.

3.1.3. Summary of main results
The numerical and experimental results are summarized in fig. 3.2(b-g). Chirp-
ing allows increasing the filtering angle width from 17 until 43 mrad, as found
by measuring the FWHM (full width at half maximum) of the dominant nor-
malized filtering line. This an increase by a factor of ≈2. This is not a par-
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ticularly extreme result. It is still limited by the maximum length of the PhC
structure possible to produce in glass using the Gaussian beam DLW method.
However, this enforced the idea that the intuition developed for 2D structures
is reasonably transferable to 3D axisymmetric structures. More importantly,
the axisymmetric structures have the disadvantage of not having the property
of translational invariance, however, as opposed to 2D structures [24], their
transverse lattice constant can also be chirped. With one degree of freedom
explored, the research could continue for the second one with the added benefit
of exploring the supercollimation effect further [33].

3.2. Inverse design of 2D PhC Laue spatial fil-
ters
This section presents the summary for thesis paper A4 and initial basis for
A5.

Photonic Crystal Spatial Filters, apart from stand-alone spatial filtering
function, can also suppress multi-transverse-mode operation in laser resonators,
increasing their beam spatial quality and its brightness. Here it is shown that
such Photonic Crystals can be designed by solving the inverse problem: for
a given spatial filtering profile, the architecture of the Photonic Filter can
be systematically designed by a local search algorithm. Optimized Photonic
Crystal Filters were fabricated in a photosensitive glass. Experiments have
shown that such Filters provide a more pronounced filtering effect for total and
partial transmissivity conditions.

3.2.1. Motivation
The Laue configuration does not lead to the conventional angular bandgaps, as
the diffracted wave components propagate in the same direction as the incident
beam. The diffracted wave components, therefore, in the course of propagation,
couple back into the incident beam, resulting in Rabi-like oscillations between
the near-axis- and diffracted wave components. This results not in complete
angular bandgaps, but in quasi-bandgaps. The filtering angles can be calculated
following the wave Talbot-resonance conditions: specifically that the angular
component with k = (kx, kz) and k2 = k2

x + k2
z = ω2/c2 , subjected to the

diffraction on wavevector q = (qx, qy), results in a scattered wave k1 = k + q
which is also resonant: k2

1 = ω2/c2. In the paraxial approximation this results
in a simple expression:

sin(α) = (Q− 1) · qx/(2k0) = (Q− 1) · λ/(2dx) , (3.1)
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Figure 3.3: The PhC spatial filtering concept. (a) shows the side-view of
the incident beam propagation through the aperiodic optimized PhC, where
the planes of modified refractive index plane structures are placed at different
positions d1, d2 . . . dn. (b) the optical microscopy image of the PhC embedded
in glass (top-view).

where the dimensionless coefficient Q = 2d2
x/(λdz) is a PhC geometry param-

eter.
The Rabi-oscillatory character of Laue diffraction imposes the limitation on

the length of the PhC: the optimum length is approximately: L = 2 · λ/∆nref ,
and the angular width of the line is limited to ∆φ =

√
3 ·∆nref · dx/(2λ) (see

T.p. A4 supplement material), where ∆nref is refraction index contrast. Also
the filtering line is of bell-profile for z < L, but an oscillatory or even disordered
for z > L. For many applications one needs broader/narrower angular ranges
of filtering, also frequently the filtering line should have a particular shape, for
instance a rectangular.

One of the possible solutions to broaden the angular quasi-bandgap is to
use the chirped PhCs. As the filtering angle depends on the periods of the
structure, it is in principle possible to design a structure where the period
smoothly varies along the PhC, and respectively the filtering line adiabatically
sweeps through the required angular range. This allows to increase the angular
range of spatial filtering [129], however, the shape of the filtering line is hardly
controllable.

A principally different scenario of engineering the angular quasi-bandgaps in
PhCs is proposed: instead of attempting to systematically calculate the chirped
structure, an optimization algorithm is used to design the PhC according to the
required spatial filtering characteristics. In the simplest case such characteris-
tics can be the width and depth of the dips in the angular transmission curve,
while in a more sophisticated case one can define an exact shape of the angular
transmission function. Different applications have different requirements for
the spatial filtering line: for instance the intracavity PhC filters in high finesse
resonators [130] do not require 100% filtering (zero transmission), but rather
shallow and broad dips in the transmission function.
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The angular transmission function of the PhCs is engineered on demand.
The rest of the section is devoted to the calculation, fabrication, and measure-
ment of such PhC filter with required characteristics. In concluding part, it is
also shown that such an approach can be used to generate a quite sophisticated
angular transmission spectra.

3.2.2. Methodology

Numerical

The PhCs have been designed using a numerical optimization based on steepest
descent algorithm. The interlayer distances (in longitudinal direction) of the
structure were subjected to variation. In order to maintain the transverse
translational invariance, the transverse period constant was kept constant and
equal to dx = 1.2 µm. Interlayer distance (half-unit cell distances) vector is
defined d = (d1, d2, d3, . . . , d(n−1), dn) is defined as a set of longitudinal (in
the propagation direction) layer spacings. A fitness function F (d) has been
introduced that defines how well the spatial transmittance spectrum T (α,d)
corresponds to a target (“ideal”) spatial transmission spectrum. The target
transmission spectrum in most cases was defined to be equal to 1 in a central
angular band |α| < |α1|, and was restricted to exceed a predefined value Tmax
in an angular range (band) α1 6 |α| 6 α2. Thus the fitness function is:

F−1(d) ,
∫ +δ2

−δ2

(T (δ,d)− Tt(δ))2 ·G(δ)

·H [T (δ,d)− Tt(δ)] dδ .
(3.2)

In order to deal with a dimensionless fitness function, a normalized wave-
vector projection value δ = kx/k0 = kxλ/2π = arcsinα is used. In addition,
to ensure that the more relevant angular components lead to a larger impact
when a weight function that corresponds to the probe beam angular intensity
profile (for convenience a Gaussian is chosen as the most generic: G(δ) =
exp(−δ2/δ2

0) ) is employed.
The range of values that di can assumed is limited to dmin, dmax. The lower

bound, specifically dmin = 2.4 µm is empirically determined by the limits of
fabrication (the resolution). The upper bound dmax = 10.9 µm is set some-
what arbitrarily limiting the maximum possible dimensions of the PhC. The
optimization problem was solved for the most part using the steepest descent
numerical (gradient) method, which for T.p. A5 was substituted by the genetic
algorithm. The optimization starts from a predefined initial vector d0 and at
each iteration the angular transmission profile for a given d is computed by the
BPM (see 1.4) approach and compared to the target transmittance function
Tt(δ) and the d = d+∆ value is updated to a presumably more optimal value.
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Consider two relevant cases: 100% low angle pass filtering Tmax = 0%. The
other case is Tmax = 50%, where keep in mind that for many applications,
e.g. laser resonators not necessarily 100% filtering is needed. For this reason
in eq. (3.2) the integral argument features a step (Heaviside – H) function.
Note that not only the bounds can be selected in multiple ways, but also the
optimization method itself.

The basic BPM method cannot bet used to estimate reflections from the
structure, however, physically they are expected. Some results were validated
using the RCWA method [131, 132, 133]. Excellent agreement is observed for
low index contrast ∆n0 = 0.004, and slightly larger deviations for ∆n0 = 0.02,
which is prohibitive due to large resonant backscattering. Altogether, exten-
sive simulations with the RCWA solver reveal that the BPM yields reasonable
results for lateral periods dx & 2 µm (i.e., larger than approximately twice
the wavelength), longitudinal periods dz corresponding to Q ∈ [0.4, 1.6] 1, re-
fractive index contrast of the order of ∆n ∼ 0.01, and not more than some ten
longitudinal periods. In that case, the RCWA also predicts a tolerable intensity
in the backscattered2 field below the 1%-level.

The above considerations indicate that broader angular transmission gaps,
which are potentially useful for spatial filtering, are obtained either for larger
index contrast or increased number of longitudinal layers. However, in case of
strictly periodic PhCs, this comes at the cost of increased resonant Laue-Rabi
energy return. In the following, it is shown that PhCs with variable longitudinal
periods avoid this detrimental side effect.

Experimental

Fabrication of PhCs was performed by a point-by-point modification of re-
fractive index using a tightly focused femtosecond laser beam using a DLW
setup, described more in detail in [24]. The DLW method is widely used for
inscription of various micro-optical and photonic components in glass, such
as waveguides [107], Bragg gratings [134], also a variety of other structures
and materials [135]. The PhCs were fabricated in Foturan glass nref = 1.52
(a lithium-aluminum-silicate based photoetchable glass). This material is fre-
quently used for etching of micro-fluidic channels or tailoring light transmission
by controlling the volume of laser/light exposed volume [136, 137]. For the
current experiments, no annealing step was applied, as it decreases the filter-
ing function of the fabricated PhCs, due to diffusion of laser affected regions

1The reader should note that this results is declared for λ0 = 975 nm in accordance
to the context of T.p. A5. If there should arise the need to consider other wavelengths.
The results should hold in accordance to frequency/geometry scaling principles λ1/λ2 ∼
d2/d1, however, at least empirically the scattering efficiency coefficient s is still wavelength
dependent, therefore this claim is limited to the applicability of the model, but not about
the automatic scalability of the results.

2Backscattering means that in the angular intensity reflection spectrum of the PhC sig-
nificant peaks appear that are neat the projected filtering angles.
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Figure 3.4: Numerical and experimental results compared. Cases are shown
for constant chirp and optimized for both Tmax = 50% and 0%. Numerically
derived angular intensity spectra and experimentally derived spectra are shown.

and scattering by nanocrystallites. However, higher refractive index change is
still achieved in non-post-treated Foturan glass compared to the soda-lime or
borosilicate glass, and lower scattering is observed compared to the fused silica,
where the scattering is very pronounced due to formation of nanogratings [138].

For fabrication parameters are given in table 2.1. For characterization of the
filtering performance samples were probed by a linearly polarized continuous
633 nm wavelength He-Ne laser beam focused into the structure using a 0.3
NA objective. Angular divergence was 180 mrad (≈ 10 degrees). To quantify
observed the spatial filtering the beam was observed in the far field profiles by
CCD camera positioned at ≈ 10 mm distance behind the PhC.

3.2.3. Summary of main results
The experimental measurement results are summarized in Fig. 3.4 and Fig. 3.5.
Fig. 3.4 shows the transmission characteristics of the designed structure, com-
pared with the transmission by a chirped structure. The fitness F as defined for
the Tmax = 0% case is the worst for constant chirp, where the chirping interval
is tuned to the filtering range from 17 mrad to 150 mrad. Qualitative agree-
ment is apparent and an improvement of performance for optimized cases is
observed. The imperfections of fabrication of the PhC structure result in lower
F values compared to the numerically calculated cases. Also, the minimum
interlayer distances are at the limit of the fabrication resolution, which is an-
other source of the discrepancy. Nevertheless, for the 100% case (Tmax = 0%)
the merit value increased by factor of FOpt.,T=0/FChirp.,T=0 ≈ 2 times com-
pared to the chirped case (see Fig. 3.5(a)). Furthermore, for the Tmax = 50%
filtering case the increase of performance from the chirped to optimized case
is even larger FOpt.,T=0.5/FChirp.,T=0.5 ≈ 3. To quantify the discrepancies ran-
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Figure 3.5: (a) Optimized geometry fitness values vs. the initial chirped and
periodic PhC cases, where (b) shows numeric intensity profiles expected for
selected cases. (c) fitness value dependence on the s parameter and number of
layers n is shown (computations were limited to maximum 400 iterations per
point).

dom perturbations were added to the optimal solutions, similarly as in [139]
(see T.p. A4 Note 4 in Supporting Information). By taking only the error
for layer displacements into account, the amount of displacement needed to
produce drastic changes for observable F would be of two magnitudes larger
than for band-gap based structures.

Due to the fabrication restrictions, the number of periods in the fabricated
structure was limited to n = 50 layers, which however can be increased by
using more advanced fabrication techniques. Therefore numerical optimization
of angular PhC filtering was performed, with parameters beyond those fabrica-
tion restrictions in Foturan glass (which come out to be a more suitable glass
compared to soda-lime glass used in our previous works [24, 130]). For Foturan,
the single-layer scattering coefficient is: s ≈ 0.065. In addition, calculations
were made for longer crystals compared to those that could be fabricated with
Gaussian beam fs-DLW method3. Fig. 3.5 gives a quantitative summary of
filtering efficiency dependence on the PhC length. The optimized values are
calculated starting from the chirped case where the interlayer distances are dis-
tributed between the values of 3.585 to 5.71 µm. As the PhC length increases
a steeper central pass boundary is achieved. In addition, different optimized
solutions are always present for different initial chirp configurations. Note that
these solutions are non-trivial such as in Fig. 3.4 and often feature non-smooth
distribution of interlayer distances. If the scattering efficiency parameter s and
number of layers n could be increased further, then even higher fitness values
would be possible (Fig. 3.5(c)).

3however, now such structures could be made according to T.p. A7
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4. Applications

4.1. Photonic Crystal Microchip Laser
The information and results provided in this section are based on Paper A3.

4.1.1. Motivation
The microchip lasers (and generally other micro- and millimeter size lasers such
as edge-emitting or vertically-emitting semiconductor lasers) usually suffer from
a low beam quality, especially in high power operation regimes. There have
been proposed several techniques to improve the beam quality of microchip
lasers, e.g. by using optical injection [140], external feedback [141], external
gratings [142, 143], external beam manipulation techniques [144] and others,
however, this results in a loss of the main advantage - the compactness and
simplicity of the laser design.

In order to obtain high beam quality in microchip lasers, usually the emis-
sion area is confined in transverse space, localizing the fields by a defect[145] or
by using a relatively narrow pump area. The restriction of the pump area and
pump intensity enables a single-transverse mode emission, however, strongly
reduces the emitted power (Pout). The increase of the pump power (either by
increasing pump area or the pump intensity) results in multi-transverse mode
emission, and therefore in a drastic reduction of the beam quality. The power
of emitted radiation still increases with the increase of the pump power, how-
ever, the brightness (B = Pout/AΩ, where A is the surface area of the beam
cross-section, Ω is the solid angle of divergence) of the radiation, saturates and
does not increase.

The idea, is elaborated theoretically and proved experimentally here, is that
the specially designed intracavity Laue type Photonic Crystals (PhC) can solve
the beam quality problem for high pump power decreasing the beam quality
factor M2. The spatial filtering by PhCs is based on the angular band-gaps
PhCs [9, 10] and angular quasi-bandgaps PhCs [11, 12], and does not require
the access to the far-field domain of resonating field like in conventional filtering
techniques by confocal lens arrangement. The PhC spatial filters can provide
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efficient filtering in extremely short propagation distances (typically around
200 µm) [24]. The arrangement, therefore, comprises an efficient, compact
laser source, which is named the microchip photonic crystal laser, able to emit
powerful beams of good spatial quality (single transverse mode beams), and of
high brightness (fig. 4.1).

Figure 4.1: (a) Spatial PhC filter, consisting of periodic structure of parallel
rods, results in one-dimensional filtering, as shown in single-pass angular far-
field distribution, numerically (b) and experimentally (c). Respectively, PhCs
of circular geometry (d) causes axisymmetric filtering (e,f). The (g) schemati-
cally shows the microchip laser structure, with inserted intracavity PhC filters
(1D, axisymmetric and no filter), and (h) shows the experimentally measured
far-field profiles in corresponding cases.

4.1.2. Methodology

Numerical tests

Numerical simulations of the microchip laser were performed to justify the ex-
perimental observations, and also to show the potential of a photonic crystal
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microchip laser with- and without the intracavity spatial filtering. Simulations
are based on numerical integration of the Maxwell-Bloch Equation (MBE) sys-
tem:

∂E

∂t
=
[
− (1 + i · ω0) + ia∇2

⊥ + iV (r⊥) + F (∇⊥)
]
E + P (4.1a)

∂P

∂t
= −γ⊥(P − ED) (4.1b)

∂D

∂t
= −γ‖

(
D −D0 (r⊥) + EP ∗ + E∗P

2

)
, (4.1c)

where the envelope of the beam E(r⊥, t), the field polarization P (r⊥, t), and
the population inversion D(r⊥, t) are defined in two-dimensional transverse
space, and evolving in time. D0(r) is the normalized pump profiled. Time
is normalized to photon life time τ = Lf/c, L being the full (round-trip)
length of the resonator, and f is the cavity fines (in experiment τ ≈ 0.1 ns).
Diffraction coefficient a = Lλf/2π scales the transverse space (in experiment
a ≈ 2 × 103 µm2ω0 is the resonance detuning from the gain line center, γ⊥
is the polarization relaxation rate, which is typically of order of 10, and γ‖ is
the inversion decay rate, typically of order of 10−6 (both normalized to photon
relaxation rate). V (r⊥)is the confining potential in transverse space. Thermal
lensing as accounted for as a refraction index profile following the pump profile
V (r⊥) = a · D0(r⊥). The filtering function of intracavity PhC is introduced
phenomenologically by the operator providing the far-field transmission profile,
and matching the experimentally measured angular transmission dependencies
of PhC filters.

Microchip laser setup

For the experiment a Nd:YAG based microchip laser has been assembled. It was
characterized by a cavity length 5 mm, and maximum emission power 900 mW
(in multi-transverse mode regime). To ensure single transverse mode emission,
the width of the pump beam was restricted (typically to 80 µm, depending on
pump power). The use of broader pump area increases the Fresnel number, and
results in multi-mode emission if no special means are taken. PhC filters inside
the cavity are used, in order to maintain a high beam quality while increasing
the pump area and pump intensity.

For that purpose PhC filters of two different symmetries were fabricated:
the axisymmetric filter [25] to achieve the main goal, i.e., the single-transverse
mode emission; and also a one-dimensional (1D) spatial filter [24], filtering in
one transverse direction. The latter allows to convincingly demonstrate the
appearance of a beneficial filtering effect, i.e., to have simultaneously a laser
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with- and without filtering in different directions in transverse space under
identical conditions (the same pump power and the same losses for both field
quadratures). PhCs were fabricated using Gaussian beam point-by-point direct
laser writing technique, see the 2.1.2. The ratio between the longitudinal and
transverse periods of the index modulation in the photonic crystal structure
provides the angular position of the filtering range. For instance, the high angle
pass filtering (removal of the axial mode) is obtained for Q = 2d2

x/(λdz) = 1. In
order to obtain the low-angle pass filtering (transparent for the axial mode and
opaque for small angle of-axis modes), which is the purpose here, the geometry
parameter Q slightly deviates from unity.

4.1.3. Summary of main results
The PhC filters were first tested in stand-alone configuration (see the exper-
imentally measured transmission), and then positioned inside the cavity of
microchip laser1. The experimental outcome is shown in Fig. 4.2(h). The ax-
isymmetric spatial filter in the cavity of microchip laser causes the narrowing
of the far-field radiation (decrease of angular spread of the beam) and forma-
tion of single-transverse-mode beam. For comparison, 1D filter results in the
decrease of the angular divergence along the filtering direction only (vertical
direction in Fig. 4.1(g)) whereas the beam in unaffected (horizontal) direction
remains largely diverging (containing higher-order transverse modes).

Fig. 4.2 summarizes the quantitative experimental results. Without the
PhC filter the increasing pump power results in the increase of the emission
power and of the divergence of the output beam, whereas the brightness of
the radiation remains approximately constant. With the PhC filter in micro-
cavity the divergence of the beam remains independent on the pump power
(up to a particular pump level), and the brightness constantly increases with
the pump. Note that the emission power in the presence of the PhC spatial
filter just slightly decreases compared to the case without spatial filtering; also,
the pump threshold power2 increases from 0.453 W to 0.464 W. The increase
of brightness due to intracavity photonic crystal is 2.8 (maximum brightness)
— 3.1 times (at equal pumping) in this particular experimental measurement.
Behind a particular threshold for the pump power the spatial filtering is no
more sufficient, and the beam quality as well as brightness starts decreasing.
Maximal power of single transverse mode beam was 88 mW without filtering
and 335 mW with the PhC filter (area with divergence <9 mrad). It depends
on the efficiency of the spatial filtering (the width and the depth of filtered out

1It would be interesting to compare the results of the PhC filter with a conventional
filter, however for a microchip laser the typical pinhole filter is not possible to test as the
cavity length is minimal. However, o model cavity has been assembled with a slit-filter for
comparison for a semiconductor external cavity laser and is discussed in section 4.2

2The values were estimated from the first data points fig. 4.2(c).
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area in angular domain). Speaking in numbers, the spatial quality factor of
the beam from the PhC microchip laser remained M2 = 1.2, for the emission
power up to 300 mW, whereas the spatial quality factor of the beam from the
laser without spatial filtering increased until M2 = 2.5 for the same output
power.

Figure 4.2: (a) Experimentally measured far-field distributions from the mi-
crochip laser without a PhC spatial filter (first column), and with (second
column) axisymmetric intracavity spatial filter (Q = 1.18, N = 20). The width
of the pump beam was 200 µm. Presence of the axisymmetric filter results in
TEM00 mode of emitted radiation. (b), (c), (d) shows the beam divergence,
output power, and brightness dependencies on the pump power respectively.
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Concluding, a substantial improvement of the spatial quality of the beam
emitted by microchip laser due to the spatial filtering functionality of intracav-
ity photonic crystals is shown. Specifically, the power of single transverse mode
emission was increased from 90 mW without intracavity PhC, to 340 mW with
intracavity PhC, i.e., almost 4 times. The brightness of the emitted radiation
has been increased approximately by a factor of 3.

Figure 4.3: Summary of numerical simulations of photonic crystal microchip
laser: (a) shows the emission power, (b) the brightness and (c) the angular
divergence of the emitted beam, depending on the pump power, for three real-
izations of spatial filters. The black line depicts the reference case (no filter),
the red line corresponds to the filter with transmission profile corresponding to
the experimental situation (Fig. 4.2), and the green and blue lines correspond
to the filters with 2 and 4 times increased filtering performance (correspond-
ingly increased width of the filtering area). The near- and far-field beam profiles
as well as averaged far-field profiles are shown on insets: the near field window
size is 2×2 mm2, and far field windows size is 40×40 mrad.

The performance can be strongly improved by advancing the angular trans-
mission characteristics of the spatial filters. The angular filtering range is
limited by the material characteristics of the filter (the amplitude of refraction
index modulation, and the length of the PhC (the number of longitudinal peri-
ods). The performance of photonic crystal microchip laser is thus restricted by
technological limitation (aberrations of femtosecond laser writing arrangement,
available materials) of the PhC filters. With the future advance of microfabri-
cation technologies and with new materials providing the larger refraction index
modulation, the performance of the PhC microchip laser can be significantly
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improved. Technically, the idea can be brought to perfection by fabricating the
PhC directly on the microchip active media using DLW techniques, resulting in
a completely monolithic device [146]. The present work demonstrates the prin-
ciple of intracavity spatial filtering by PhCs, and thus constitutes a new class
of laser - the photonic crystal microchip laser. The numerical simulations show
huge potential of the photonic crystal microchip laser improved using advanced
technologies. In particular, numerics show that the concept is applicable for
pulsed microchip lasers too.

Finally, the proposed idea could be applied to the other types of micro-
lasers, like semiconductor edge-emitting lasers, and vertical cavity semiconduc-
tor lasers, the VCSEL (in fact the VCSELS would convert into VECSELS,
the Vertical External Cavity Semiconductor Lasers, when one incorporates at
approximately 200 µm length PhC filter inside the cavity).

4.2. Photonic Crystal Spatial Filtering in Broad
Aperture Diode laser

4.2.1. Motivation
Broad Aperture Semiconductor (BAS) lasers usually lack good spatial qual-
ity of the emitted beams, especially in the high power emission regimes. This,
among others, imposes limitations for tight focusing or coupling of its radiation
into the single-mode optical fibers. The strong beam divergence in the vertical
direction (fast axis) does not represent a problem since the single-transverse-
mode-character of the radiation in this direction allows perfect collimation of
the beam. Collimation in the slow axis direction instead is quite problematic
due to the intrinsic multi-transverse-mode emission. Other micro-laser types,
such as microchip lasers, or Vertical Cavity Surface Emission Lasers (VCSELs),
show similar poor-beam quality characteristics, for the same reason — the lack
of intra-cavity spatial filtering in such lasers. Conventional lasers (e.g. solid-
state lasers) usually use the intra-cavity spatial filters, typically using a confocal
arrangement of lenses with a diaphragm placed in the confocal plane [147, 148].
This configuration allows direct access to the far-field, where the diaphragm
acts as a “low-pass” spatial filter blocking the high angular components. This
type of spatial filter has been demonstrated in an external resonator of diode
laser array for improving the beam quality [149]. However, such a filtering de-
sign is very inconvenient or even impossible for intra-cavity use in micro-lasers:
microchip, semiconductor lasers, or VCSELs. The length of such resonators is
in the millimeter range (in VCSELs case even in micrometer range) and pro-
vide no space for direct access to the far-field. For the case of high power diode
lasers, usually configured in an array of multiple emitters, the use of bulky
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Figure 4.4: (a) The illustration of the typical beam structure emitted by a
regular BAS lasers (with partial reflective output facet mirror) in high power
arrangements. (b) The idea of spatial filtering by PhCs. The higher order
modes are diffracted by the PhC, and the lower order TEM modes propagate
unaffected as shown in a schematic far-field profile. (c) The PhC placed inside
external resonator, which simulates the situation of intracavity spatial filtering.

lenses is not possible.
The quality of the BAS laser beams at low powers can be improved by

several methods, for instance, (i) confining the radiation transversally by in-
scribing a waveguide structure in the semiconductor material. This microstruc-
ture fabrication, however, severely restricts the amplification area, and thus the
emission power; (ii) by restricting the amplification/emission area through the
use of apertures in VCSELs or (iii) by accurate gain guiding in microchip lasers.
None of these methods are useful to solve the problem of beam quality in the
high-emission-power regimes. For the BAS lasers, some other techniques have
been proposed, like the use of tapered geometries, evanescent spatial filtering,
and external cavity [150, 151, 152]. However, these methods have a limitation
in terms of power achievable and the size of the device.

A promising idea to solve the beam quality problems of the microlasers
in the high emission power regime is the use of intra-cavity Photonic Crystal
(PhC) spatial filters integrated into the laser cavity. The idea is based on
the Laue type PhCs discussed in subsection 1.2.1, where a selective deflection
of the angular components of the light propagating through a 2-D photonic
structure that are resonant with the transverse and longitudinal periodicities
of the photonic structure diffract efficiently and are deflected from the zero-
diffraction order of the incident beam. The use of such PhC spatial filtering [25]
was already used to clean the spatial structure of a laser beam for a microchip
laser as discussed in T.p. A3 and section 4.1.
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The goal here is the design of efficient intra-cavity PhC acting as a spa-
tial filter in BAS lasers. The possible monolithic implementation scheme is
illustrated in Fig. 4.4(b), showing how the PhC structure could be integrated
directly between the active medium and the laser output cavity mirror. Such
integration is, however, very challenging technologically.

To test the spatial filtering effect of the PhC more simply, an extended-
cavity configuration was designed to mimic the action of the more compact
cavity. By adding an antireflective coating at the output facet of the semi-
conductor element, lasing is prevented from the semiconductor emitter alone.
Collimation optics and an external output cavity mirror provide the necessary
feedback to achieve the laser action in this extended-cavity configuration, which
allows placing the PhCs inside the laser cavity to test their filtering capabilities,
as schematically depicted in fig. 4.4.

The effect of the PhC filtering for BAS has been numerically studied for BAS
in external cavity configuration T.p. A5. Here, successful proof of the physical
implementation of the intracavity spatial filtering by PhCs in BAS lasers is
reported. Compact PhC filters of sub-millimeter length were fabricated, and
their spatial filtering properties demonstrated to affect the emission of the BAS
laser. The intracavity use of such filters allows a significant improvement of
the beam spatial quality and increase in brightness of the emitted radiation in
high power regimes. These results open the way for a promising future goal,
i.e., the technological implementation of a compact (monolithic) intracavity
designed system for spatial filtering. This task is beyond the current scope.

4.2.2. Experimental
To prove the thesis that PhCs interact with the laser beam radiation as intended
(observed brightness B increase) have been tested for:

• the BAS laser without any spatial filter;

• the BAS laser with an intracavity slit spatial filter arranged for the slow-
axis;

• the BAS laser with an non-chirped PhC filter;

• the BAS laser with a chirped PhC filter.

The laser and characterization

For the experiment, a BAS laser was arranged, as shown in Fig. 4.5. The lasing
wavelength was around 970 nm. The emitter (an InGaAs double heterojunction
type device) was of a 400-µm transverse width and 1500-µm length active area,
had an AR coating on the output facet. During the experiment, the emitter
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Figure 4.5: Experimental setup of spatial filtering in external cavity configura-
tion. BAS: broad area semiconductor, FAC: fast axis collimator. Lens 1-4 with
a focal length of 50.8 mm. The far-field planes are marked as (plane A) and
(plane C). The near-field planes (images of the BAS output facets are marked
as B and D). The reflectivity mirror is 4%.

was driven by a 3A current3 at a repetition rate of 50 Hz and 25 % duty cycle.
A 4% reflectivity mirror4 was used as the outcoupling mirror. The cavity was
arranged with cylindrical lenses acting separately in the slow and fast axis.
The fast axis emission was collimated by using a cylindrical lens (FAC) of a
very short focal length of 590 µm, with a numerical aperture (NA) of 0.8. For
the slow axis direction, a double 4-f system was used in order to obtain two
conjugated planes of the output facet of the active medium. The PhC could
be inserted in the first conjugated plane, with 1:1 magnification. The second
4-f system provides a second near-field plane (marked as D), where the output
cavity mirror was placed and carefully aligned to obtain lasing action. All
lenses were AR coated. Spatial filtering means were placed at the center of the
4f system.

The beam profile at the output of the laser was recorded by imaging the
external cavity mirror plane into a CCD camera with proper magnification. The
near-field profile recorded by this means has dimensions of 450 micrometer x1.4
mm. The effect of the PhC filtering was observed experimentally by looking at
the far-field distribution of the emitted radiation. The recording of the far-field
pattern was conducted placing an external lens out of the cavity and imaging
the rear focal plane into the CCD.

The spatial quality of the beam is quantified by the measurement of
the beam quality factor given by M2 ≈ BPPObserved Beam/BPPdifr. lim. beam.

3The lasing threshold was at 1.3 A.
4The reflectivity of this external mirror is limited to 4% to avoid the possible damage of

the emitter facets [153].
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Where BPP refers to beam parameter product and is given by BPP = Beam

waist × Divergence Angle . While the Brightness, B is defined as B =
Popt/λ

2M2
slowM

2
fast [154]. Where Popt is the average optical power, M2

slow and
M2

fast are the beam quality factors along slow and fast axis respectively and is
the central wavelength.

The M2 factor was calculated by recording the profile of the beam as a
function of propagation distance after being focused using an ancillary external
lens of 100 mm focal length. The beam diameter recorded independently in
the fast and slow axis, was determined using the D4σ method [16]. From the
diameter versus distance plot, the minimum spot size and divergence angle can
be measured to determine M2. The initial M2 factor measured without any
filtering means was M2

slow = 47 and5 M2
fast = 3.3. These values are consistent

with reported values in similar systems [155].

The slit and PhC filters

A variable aperture slit (aperture) filter was used as an etalon to gauge how
much improvement can be expected compared to the Laue PhC filters. The
slit was arranged in the far-field planes of the cavity. Laue type PhC spatial
filters were arranged in near field planes of the cavity. The PhC filters had to
be made for this experiment.

The PhCs were fabricated in N-BK7 (nref ≈ 1.52) glass substrates with a
broadband antireflective coatings on both facets. Two versions of PhC filters
were fabricated: one inscribed by using a Gaussian beam DLW approach, and
another with Bessel beam (fig. 4.6). Both fabricated structures were character-
ized by the transverse lattice constant dx and the longitudinal lattice constant
dz. The Bessel beam DLW made PhC was chirped, therefore its was charac-
terized by a longitudinal period dz1 for the first period in the PhC, and dz2 for
the end period, with dz values changing linearly along with the structure.

The Gaussian-beam fabricated (non-chirped) structure was characterized by
dx = 2 µm, λ = 970 nm and Q = 0.9 with an aperture of 2x2 mm2 and number
of longitudinal periods NL = 10. The Bessel-beam fabricated structure had a
different transverse period dx = 3 µm value and was chirped in the propagation
direction with a linear increment of dz,i in the range 1.15 ≤ Q ≤ 1.27 with
NL = 80 and an aperture of 2.85 x 2.3 mm2. An example is demonstrated in
Fig 4.6(c) as it was made from 5 identical segments stacked along the intended
fast-axis direction (stitched vertically similarly as in [102]).

For more details about the fabrication procedures and exposure parameters
see [24] and T.p. A3 for Gaussian, T.p. A7 and section 2.2.2 for Bessel beam.
Due to the limited length of PhCs, the Gaussian beam fabrication strategy

5The larger value of M2 in the fast axis could be due to a small misalignment of the FAC
lens.
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Figure 4.6: The illustration of the PhC showing how refractive index modified
structures are arranged inside the glass substrate and expected effected on the
far-field intensity spectra of the beam (a), the illustration of the PhC fabrication
using femtosecond pulsed Bessel beam (b), and photographs and microscope
image of the Bessel made structures after fabrication (c). Images of the far-field
beam intensity patterns that demonstrate the principle of angular filtering with
non-chirped and chirped geometry PhCs and resulting in either narrow or wide
angular filtering bands, corresponding large angle filtered out radiation bands.

allowed the filtering range of 1 degree, which turned out to be not wide enough
for BAS lasers (5-10 degrees preferred).

4.3. Summary of results
The result of spatial filtering for conventional confocal filtering, PhC (Gaussian
beam) and PhC (Bessel beam) compared with the situation without filtering
is summarized in fig. 4.7. Although the best performance was obtained for the
confocal filtering case, it is convincingly shown that the action of the improved
PhCs filters tends towards the achievement of these optimal values. The thresh-
old current is only slightly increased compared to the case, where no filter is
used and the output power is also reduced.

Spatial filtering of a broad-area semiconductor laser using a PhC in exter-
nal cavity configuration, which mimics the internal cavity configuration, has
been demonstrated. The main result was a reduction of M2 and the bright-
ness enhancement of the emitted radiation. Comparison with the conventional
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Figure 4.7: (a) M2 reduction by action of spatial filtering with conventional
filter (blue line) compared with PhC fabricated by Gaussian (PhC-G) and
Bessel beam (PhC-B) and No filter (NF). (b) Shows the brightness as a function
of aperture. (c) Brightness versus M2. (d) Far-field intensity profiles for cases
without PhC (green) and with PhC, Gaussian beam fabricated (red) and Bessel
beam (black).

confocal filtering technique shows that using PhCs filtering one can achieve
results approaching the same values of spatial beam quality improvement. The
added advantage of the use of PhCs filtering comparing with the conventional
technique is that it offers the possibility of integration of the PhC into the BAS
leading to a serious breakthrough in regimes of high power emission. Here such
integration is not demonstrated due to technological limitations; however, it
shows the potential for such integration by proving the physical principle.
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Conclusions

The conclusions from these three parts of the dissertation work are drawn and
presented as follows:

1. Laue type 2D PhC filtering function has been explored depending on the
DLW in soda-lime procedure. This was done to increase the scattering (s-
)coefficient, which is a phenomenological value indicating the phase mod-
ulation aggregated for a wavefront passing through a layer comprising the
PhC. Incidentally, with varied exposure conditions, it was discovered that
the structures, in contrast to earlier research, can feature an asymmetric
spatial (angular) intensity transmittance function. This asymmetry is
explained by exploring the actual structure of the PhC and introducing a
tilted sub-layered PC BPM model. Experimental and numerical studies
show layers comprising PhCs feature a tilted feature internal structure,
which becomes apparent as the Gaussian beam fs-DLW method is used to
decrease the periods (lattice constants) of the PhC. This is a new degree
of freedom that can be used to control the properties of the PhC.

2. The Laue type 2D PhCs for spatial filtering featured a limitation for a
particular geometrical parameter - their length or maximum longitudinal
period number. As the single method used for producing such structures
was the Gaussian beam fs-DLW in glass approach, the major limitation
was the maximum spherical-aberration free working distances extendable
not more than 300 µm for high-NA objective lenses used. A paradigm
shift was needed, and a Bessel-beam DLW approach was hypothesized as
a solution to this problem. A DLW system was assembled and successfully
used to produce structures reaching a period N = 160 over 3 mm. Using
the new method functional PhC filters have been demonstrated ranging
for two design wavelengths (633, 970 nm) with filtering (angular) bands
up to 4 and 6 deg, thus proving the feasibility of the new approach.

3. The Bragg type 2D PhCs for spatial filtering was proposed as an al-
ternative to the Laue type filters. The structures are characterized by
a higher refractive index contrast and sub-wavelength feature size in at
least one dimension. The hypothesis here is that if modulated surface
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templates (relief gratings) could be combined with thin conformal al-
ternating dielectric constant (refractive index) layers, then the resulting
structure would feature photonic stop-gaps. This was tested by analyti-
cally calculating the photonic band-structure, using the FDTD technique
to numerically calculate the angular intensity transmission spectra and
through fabricating the modulated surface substrates followed by phys-
ical vapor. Stop-bands have been observed for collimated and focused
beams. The consequence of the idea is that new thin photonic spatial
filter devices become possible are shown to be achievable, which could be
applied at least into some surfaces of functioning devices.

4. The axisymmetric Laue type 3D PhCs that are proposed for microlasers
to generate near diffraction limited beams had been shown to have fil-
tering (angular) bands limited to only 17 mrad (0.3 deg). Laue-Rabi
oscillatory relation of the filtering band shape and the PhC length did
not allow for practically considering such PhCs to be placed inside a
laser cavity, therefore more degrees of freedom needed to be explored. It
is proposed to employ chirping of the longitudinal period length to tune
angular filtering range for larger values. The hypothesis was tested em-
pirically and numerically and proved to be true, consequently increasing
the angular filtering range by a factor of two. This justifies the search for
new materials, fabrication techniques, and even modulation techniques
for even more advanced structures, suitable to be applied in micro-lasers.

5. Confirming the applicability of the linear chirping to the Laue type 2D
(and 3D) PhCs for spatial filtering allowed for the next logical step: non-
linear chirping. The hypothesis here was that using the established BPM
method combined with optimization techniques new PhCs geometries
could be found, that could be tailored to specific low-angle pass spatial
filtering requirements. Such geometries have been found and even realized
by Gaussian beam based fs-DLW in glass. Structures with filtering range
up to 150 mrad (∼ 2.6 deg) have been realized. Furthermore, numerical
solutions to abstract (arbitrary) angular transmittance functions have
been found. This includes solutions that optimize the beam brightness
of an external cavity broad-area semiconductor laser. The possibility
of tuning the angular transmittance function of PhCs has been proven
true, without detriment to the advantages of translational invariance and
(theoretically) unlimited aperture.

6. A Laue type axisymmetric PhC for spatial filtering has been experimen-
tally tested inside the cavity of a laser CW Nd:YAG microchip laser. The
presence of the PhC decreased the beam M2 parameter (improving the
beam quality) and increased the laser beam brightness B. The observed
beam brightness increase was of a factor of 3. As the PhC filters are
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designed to some extent work as a low pass angular filter, the higher-
order transverse cavity modes are suppressed. The laser output beam
divergence is decreased.

7. Finally, a Bessel beam based DLW made Laue type chirped 2D PhC
spatial filter has been experimentally tested inside the cavity an external
cavity of a semiconductor edge-emitting broad-area single emitter laser.
The presence of the PhC decreased the beam M2 quality parameter and
increased the laser beam brightness B by a factor of 1.5. This empirically
shows that the PhC spatial filtering mechanism is applicable even to low
quality factor cavities.
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SANTRAUKA

Naudojami trumpiniai

1D vieno matavimo, vienmatis
2D dviejų matavimų, dvimatis
3D trijų matavimų, trimatis
FDJT fotoninių draustinių juostų tarpas
FDTD (iš angl. k.) baigtinių skirtumų laiko plotmės (metodas)
FK fotoninis kristalas
fs femtosekundinis
HeNe helio neono (lazeris)
KFDJT kampinis fotoninių draustinių juostų tarpas
Nd:IAG neodimio jonais legiruotas itrio aliuminio granatas
PPPM pilnas plotis pusė maksimumo
PSM pluošto sklidimo metodas
TLR tiesioginis lazerinis rašymas

Disertacijos tikslas
Naudojantis skaitmeniniais modeliavimo metodais ir mikrogamybos technologi-
jomis, pagaminti ir ištirti fotoninių kristalų filtrus, kurių savybės būtų gerai
suprastos ir jie būtų tinkami taikyti lazerių rezonatorių viduje.

Darbo naujumas ir svarba
1. Išvystytas naujas FK gamybos būdas, kuris yra paremtas Besselio plu-

ošto pritaikymu TLR metu. Šis būdas leidžia gaminti ilgesnius FK nei
anksčiau.

2. Eksperimentiniu būdu parodyta, kad Brego režimo fotoniniai kristalai
pasižymi erdvinio filtravimo efektu, kuris stebimas matomajame diapa-
zone.
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3. Parodytas ašisimetrinės geometrijos fotoninis kristalas su išilginio periodo
ilgio linijiniu moduliavimu. Įrodyta, kad tolimojo lauko filtravimo kampo
intervalas gali būti padidintas du kartus.

4. Eksperimentiniu būdu įrodyta, kad nelinijinis, kitaip nei linijinis išilginių
periodo ilgių moduliavimas (čirpavimas), pagerina dviejų dimensijų Laue
režimo fotoninių kristalų pralaidumo profilį erdvinio šviesos filtravimo
reiškiniui.

5. Pademonstruotas mikrolustinis lazeris su ašisimetriniu fotoninio kristalo
erdviniu filtru rezonatoriaus viduje. Lazerio pluošto skaistis dėl erdvinio
filtravimo padidėjo tris kartus.

6. Įrodyta, kad kraštu spinduliuojančio emiterio išorinio rezonatoriaus
puslaidininkinis lazeris su fotoninio kristalo filtru rezonatoriaus viduje
pasižymi didesniu pluošto skaisčiu.

Ginamieji teiginiai
1. 2D FK erdviniam filtravimui Laue režime gali būti realizuojami naudojant

Besselio pluošto pritaikymu grįstą fs-TLR būdą, pašalinant eksperimen-
tinius apribojimus FK išilginių periodų skaičiui ir padidinant pademon-
struotų kampinio filtravimo juostų pločius bent iki ∼4° matomojoje sri-
tyje ir 6° infraraudonojoje srityje.

2. 2D fotoniniai kristalai, veikiantys Brego režimu, kurie sudaryti iš kon-
forminių dielektrinių plonasluoksnių dangų ant periodiškai moduliuotos
1D reljefinės gardelės, rodo erdvinio filtravimo užuomazgas matomųjų
bangos ilgių intervale, kurios pagrįstos daliniais draustiniais fotoninių ju-
ostų tarpais.

3. 3D ašisimetriniai fotoniniai kristalai erdviniam filtravimui, veikiantys
Laue režime matomųjų bangos ilgių intervale (λ = 633 nm), gali būti
pagaminti Gauso pluošto TLR būdu taip, kad pasižymėtų tokiu tiesiniu
išilginio periodo ilgių čirpu, dėl kurio centrinis filtravimo kampas tolydžiai
kinta išilgai viso darinio ir leidžia stebėti filtruojamųjų kampų intervalo
padidėjimą nuo 17 iki 43 mrad.

4. 2D fotoniniai kristalai, veikiantys Laue režime ir skirti erdviniam filtravi-
mui, gaminami naudojant TLR metodą, turi netrivialias išilginio periodo
ilgio (tarpsluoksnių atstumų) čirpo variacijas, kurios gali būti randamos
panaudojant skaitmeninius gradientinio arba genetinio algoritmo būdus
taip, kad atitiktų pasirinktas kampinio intensyvumo pralaidumo funkci-
jas.
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5. 3D ašisimetriniai fotoninių kristalų erdviniai filtrai, veikiantys Laue
režime, gali padidinti išilgai diodu kaupinamo nuolatinės veikos Nd:IAG
(λ = 1064 nm) lazerio pluošto skaistį bent 3 kartus, tolimojo lauko
domene įnešdami taip moduliuotą kampinį intensyvumo pralaidumo pro-
filį, kad būtų slopinamos aukštesniųjų eilių skersinės rezontoriaus modos.

6. Išorinio rezonatoriaus kraštu spinduliuojančio vieno emiterio puslai-
dininkinio IR lazerio (λ = 970 nm) skleidžiamo pluošto skaistis gali
būti padidintas bent 1,5 karto, naudojant Laue režime veikiantį 2D fo-
toninio kristalo erdvinį filtrą, patalpintą rezonatoriaus viduje, tolimojo
lauko domene įnešantį tokį kampinių nuostolių profilį lėtosios ašies plokš-
tumoje, kuris slopina aukštesniųjų eilių skersines rezonatoriaus modas.

Trumpas principų aptarimas
Norėdamas skaitytojui padėti geriau suprasti fizinį tokio filtro veikimo mecha-
nizmą, aš apibūdinsiu dviejų tipų filtrų terminus ir principus: Laue ir Brego.
Čia vartojama terminologija buvo pasiūlyta [12]. Kryptimi atrankūs dariniai,
turintys išilginius periodų ilgius, didesnius nei bangos ilgis λ, priskiriami „Laue“
režimui. Čia naudojamas terminas analogijoje su Rentgeno spinduliuotės
difrakcija kristalinėse medžiagose (Laue difrakcija [28]), tačiau pritaikyta op-
tiniam kontekstui [29]. Panašiai aš apibrėžiu Brego režimą. Optikoje esant
λ ≥ dz/2 vyksta reiškiniai analogiški Rentgeno spindulių difrakcijai kristalinėse
medžiagose, kur atsiranda stiprūs atspindžiai tam tikrais kampais nuo kristal-
inės gardelės. Tai iš esmės atitinka minėtus atvejus: pirma - Laue režimas -
kvazidraustiniai fotoninės juostos tarpai ir, antra, Brego režimas - draustiniai
fotoninės juostos tarpai. Abiem atvejais tiek sklaida, tiek atspindžiai yra kon-
struktyvios ir destruktyvios interferencijos rezultatai.

Šiame darbe yra aktualios dvi gardelių sistemos (bent jau 2D atveju). Laue
FK atveju – centruotoji stačiakampė (ortorombinė), o Brego FK užtenka ver-
tinti stačiakampę. Abiem geometrijom toliau pateikti pasvarstymai galioja
vienodai. Gardeles apibūdina atvirkštiniai gardelių vektoriai k-erdvėje (arba
atvirkštinėje erdvėje): q = (q⊥, q‖). Minėti vektoriai čia turi ir alternatyvius
žymėjimus, pvz., q‖ ≡ qx ≡ qy ≡ qr ir q‖ ≡ qz (palei optinę ašį), priklauso-
mai nuo konteksto. Gardelės vektorių ortogonalios dedamosios yra susietos su
gardelių konstantomis kaip q⊥ = 2πm⊥/d⊥ ir q‖ = 2πm‖/d‖. Vertės m yra
tokios, kad m⊥ ∈ Z,m‖ ∈ N. Rezonansinė sklaida įvyksta kai plokščioji elek-
tromagnetinė banga, apibūdinama banginiu vektoriumi k1 su bangos skaičiumi
‖k‖ = 2πn0/λore, FK gardelės išsklaidoma į k2, tenkinant impulso ir energijos
tvermės dėsnius (elastinė sklaida).

Atsižvelgiant tik į pirmosios eilės sklaidą m⊥,m‖ = 1 filtravimo kampas α
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ir difrakcijos kampas β lūžio rodiklio n0 aplinkoje turės vertes:

αfiltr. = arcsin(k⊥1n0/k). (4.2a)

βdifr = arcsin(k⊥2n0/k). (4.2b)

Paraksialiniu atveju Laue FK filtravimo kampas gali būti apibrėžiamas:

sin (α) = q⊥
1

2k0
(Q− 1) = λ

2d⊥
(Q− 1) , (4.3)

kur Q yra bedimensinis geometrijos koeficientas ir apibrėžiamas kaip:

Q = 2 d
2
⊥

λd‖
. (4.4)

Laue FK filtrų parametrai ir skaitmeninis modelis
Laue FK, kurie buvo formuojami tiesioginio lazerinio rašymo (TLR) stiklo
tūryje būdu, pasižymi mikrometrų eilės gardelės konstantomis ir tolydžiai
kintančio lūžio rodiklio pokyčiais, dėl to juos sunku charakterizuoti tokais
tradiciniais metodais, kaip fazinio kontrasto mikroskopija. Sprendimas pa-
grįstas vadinamuoju s koeficientu, kuris yra fenomenologinė konstanta ir lei-
džia apibūdinti periodinius darinius, nežinant jų specifinių savybių (pvz., lūžio
rodiklio moduliacijos gylio ∆nmax, lūžio rodiklio pokyčio profilio, modifikuotų
sričių dydžio arba, tiksliau, modifikacijų išilginis dydžio Δl). s- koeficientas
gali būti suprantamas kaip vieno kristalinio išilginio periodo kompleksinės am-
plitudės sklaidos koeficientas, išreikštas (žr. disertacijos straipsnį A2 priedus
A ir B arba disertacijos darbo A4 komentarą nr. 1 papildomoje informacijoje):

s = π3/2∆nmax∆l/2λ0, (4.5)

ir kaip buvo nurodyta [24], gali būti naudojamas kaip įrankis, skirtas nustatyti
tinkamiausiai kristalų geometrijai, naudojamiems TLR lazerinio apdorojimo
parametrams. Pavyzdžiui, atsižvelgiant į FK gamybos sąlygas, jeigu yra ži-
noma s vertė, o tam tikra taikomoji programa reikalauja 100% intensyvumo
išfiltravimo išilgai iš anksto nustatyto filtravimo kampo α, tai FK išilginių peri-
odų (arba primityvių narvelių išilgine kryptimi) skaičius N turi tenkinti sąlygą
s × N ≈ 1.5. Be to, galima nustatyti apytikslį filtravimo juostos plotį, kuris
atitinka santykį w ≈ 50

√
s mrad.

Norint skaitmeniškai ištirti Laue filtrų savybes gali būti naudojami keli
metodai. Šviesos sklidimo metodas (PSM) yra pageidautinas pasirinkimas
[35, 36]. Jis naudojamas, kai difrakcinis sklidimas homogeniška erdve gali būti
vertinamas atskirai nuo sklaidos begalo plona fazine gardele, nagrinėjant spin-
duliuotės sąveiką su vienu FK sluoksniui. Tai reikalauja mažų skaičiavimo
išteklių, yra paprasta ir jo naudojimas pateisinamas tol, kol lūžio rodiklio mo-
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duliavimo gylis mažas ∆n < 10−2 (atspindžiai gali būti ignoruojami) ir išilginis
periodo ilgis yra didesnis nei numatytasis spinduliuotės bangos ilgis taip, kad
7.2 ≤ n0dz/λ, kaip aprašyta disertacijos straipsnio A2 priede A.

Brego FK filtrų parametrai ir skaitmeninis modelis
Brego režimo FK, tiriami šiame darbe, atitinka harmoninės reljefinės gardelės
formą, kuri padengta konforminėmis plonasluoksnėmis dangomis. Sluoksniai
pasižymi aukštu nh ir žemu nl lūžio rodikliu. Paprastai tokie dariniai yra nau-
dojami kaip didelio difrakcijos efektyvumo dielektrinės atspindindžio gardelės
[44, 45, 46]. Jie taip pat taikomi ekstremalių ultravioletinių spindulių spek-
troskopijoje [47, 48]. Tačiau čia tokios struktūros vertinamos kaip kryptiškai
atrankūs dariniai optiniuose bangos ilgiuose pralaidumo režime.

Remiantis disertacijos darbu A6, nagrinėjamų FK skersiniai periodai yra
dx ≈ 1.67 µm ir dz ≈ λ/2, kur sluoksnio storis yra l = dz/2. Lūžio rodiklio
kontrastas ∆n = nhigh − nlow ≈ 0.12. Pasirinktas filtrų veikimo vizualiza-
vimo būdas – nulinės eilės praėjusio intensyvumo nuo kampo ir bangos ilgio
žemėlapis. Tikimasi, kad juose bus sudėtingesnės fotoninių juostų struktūros
nei Laue filtrams (žr. Disertacijos dokumento A3 papildoma informaciją S3
pav.).

Šių juostų padėtis nustatyti gana paprasta, naudojant patogesnę išraišką
nei 1.2. Jei krentančioji plokščia banga pasižymi bangos vektoriumi
k0 = (k0 sin(θ), k0 cos(θ)), o FK atvirkštinės gardelės vektoriumi qn,m =
(mxqx,mzqz), tai taikant energijos ir impulso tvermės dėsnius 1.1 filtravimo
juostų padėtys pralaidumo žemėlapiuose randamos pagal:

|k|m,n = m2
xq

2
x +m2

zq
2
z

2m2
zq

2
z cos θ − 2m2

xq
2
x sin θ ,mx ∈ Z,mz ∈ N. (4.6)

mx and mz atitinka skersinį ir išilginį atvirkštinės gardelės vektoriaus kar-
totinius (harmonikas).

Kokybinei analizei kaip tinkamiausias metodas buvo pasirinktas baigtinių
skirtumų laiko plotmės skaičiavimo metodas (angl. akronimas FDTD) [40], kur
modelis kalibruojamas su eksperimentiniais duomenimis.

FK erdviniai filtrai pagal terpę ir gamybos būdus

Šiame skyriuje apžvelgiu tris FK tipus, kurie buvo eksperimentiškai išbandyti
vieno praėjimo režimu.

FK TLR panaudojant Gauso pluoštą
Čia aptariami reiškiniai ir FK savybės svarbios disertacijos straipsnių A1, A2,
A3, A4 kontekste.
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Kaip paaiškinta ankstesniuose skyriuose, pagrindinis parametras, naudoja-
mas apibūdinti FK Laue filtrus, yra sklaidos efektyvumo koeficientas s. Nors
s-koeficientas yra naudingas nustatant FK filtro veikimą, reikėtų pabrėžti,
kad niekada nebuvo ištirta jo priklausomybė nuo bet kokių TLR parametrų,
pvz., TLR greičio, smailinio intensyvumo (energijos srauto tankio), impulso
pasikartojimo dažnio ir t.t. Apskritai, gamybos sąlygų optimizavimas mažai
tirtas. Todėl šis skyrius skirtas eksperimentiniam FK erdvinio filtro efektyvumo
tyrimui, priklausomai nuo TLR sąlygų.

TLR eksperimentinė sistema išsamiai aptariama daugelyje atviros priei-
gos šaltinių. Trumpai tariant, jis susideda iš impulsinės lazerinės spinduli-
uotės šaltinio, mėginio skenavimo priemonių, lazerinio pluošto fokusavimo
priemonių, tokių kaip aukštos skaitinės apertūros (NA) objektyvai Gauso pluoš-
tui fokusuoti ir kai kurios papildomos priemonės, skirtos poliarizacijai, rašymui
naudojamo lazerinio pluošto skersmeniui valdyti ir t.t. Naudota TLR sistema
išsamiai aprašyta [49, 50]. Svarbūs TLR parametrai: 300 fs trukmės impulsai,
kurių centrinis bangos ilgis yra λ0 = 1030 nm. Pluoštas buvo fokusuojamas į
mėginį didelės skaitinės apertūros objektiniais lęšiais NA> 0,9, gaunat didelius
smailinius intensyvumus TW/cm2. Esant tokiems dideliems intensyvumams
medžiagos viduje, mėginiuose buvo sukeliamas lokalus lūžio rodiklio pokytis.
Mėginio skenavimo greičio v ir lazerio impulso pasikartojimo dažnio f parame-
trai buvo keičiami.

Charakterizavimo tikslais mėginiai buvo peršviečiami žinomo kampinio
spektro fokusuotais lazerio pluoštais. CCD kamera registruojamas praėjusio
pluošto intensyvumo spektras, įvertinamas kampinis pralaidumas.

Mėginiai, kurie pasižymėjimo asimetriniu veikimu, buvo pjaunami, poliruo-
jami, apžiūrimi optiniu mikroskopu pralaidumo režime, vėliau ėsdinami kon-
centruotame vandeniniame kalio hidroksido tirpale ir apžiūrimi skenuojančiu
elektronų mikroskopu.

Tyrimo metu buvo naudojami skirtingi stiklai: Foturan [57], N-BK7 ir de-
taliausiai tirtas natrio-kalcio silikatinis stiklas [56].

Tendencija aprašyta disertacijos straipsnyje A2, kur lyginama s koeficiento
priklausomybė nuo ekspozicijos sąlygų, leidžia teigti, kad stikle gaminamų
FK darinių lūžio rodiklio moduliacijos gylis didėja, didėjant impulso energi-
jai. Tačiau keičiasi ne tik moduliacijos gylis, bet ir geometriniai parametrai.
Čia daroma prielaida, kad kai lūžio rodiklio modifikuotų zonų dydis tampa per
didelis, jos pradeda persidengti, tokiu būdu sumažindamos darinio lūžio rodik-
lio moduliacijos gylį ir kartu s-koeficiento reikšmę didesnėms impulsų energijos
/ didžiausioms intensyvumo vertėms.

Stebimi silpnai asimetriniai filtravimo erdviniai spektrai, ypač kai nukrypsta
nuo Emax s ir Imax s reikšmių. Toks elgesys buvo netikėtas ir toliau tiriamas
keičiant TLR spindulio poliarizacijos kampą ir rašymo kryptį tam, kad būtų
galima išskirti neįprastus sąveikos mechanizmus. Parinkus skirtingus gamybos
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ir geometrinius parametrus, bei skirtingas dx reikšmes, buvo aptikti atvejai, kai
efektas yra išreikštas. Efektą galima paaiškinti pakrypusių sluoksnių sandara
atliekant PSM skaičiavimus.

FK TLR panaudojant Beselio pluoštą
Čia pateikiamas disertacijos straipsnio A7 aptarimas, kurio pagrindu buvo
gaminami mėginiai disertacijos straipsnio A8 tyrimams.

Kai kuriems taikymams pakanka erdvinio filtravimo viena kryptimi.
Pavyzdžiui, jis ypač tinka platiems kraštu spinduliuojantiems puslaidininki-
niams lazeriams, kur reikalingas tik lėtos ašies filtravimas [96, 97]). Tokiu
atveju reikalingi 2D FK.

Čia pateikta idėja naudojant Besselio pluoštus [98] gaminti didelės apertūros
2D FK erdvinius filtrus. Besselio pluoštai gali būti sukurti panaudojant re-
frakcinius, atspindinčius arba difrakcinius aksikonus ir yra charakterizuojami
ilga ir plona aukšto intensyvumo (|E|2) zona (kartais vadinama Besselio zona).
Ši zona išnaudojama skaidrioms medžiagoms apdirbti [99, 100, 101], pvz. fazių
elementų gamybai [102, 103]. Dėl šių labai ilgų ir siaurų modifikacijų, FK
gamyba gali būti atliekama „horizontalioje geometrijoje“. Tada FK ilgis nebėra
ribojamas, kitaip nei FK gaminamiems Gauso pluošto TLR būdu. Apribota tik
apertūra išilgai vertikaliosios krypties, bet ji yra mažiausiai 10 kartų ilgesnė,
palyginti su gaunama naudojant Gauso spindulių TLR strategiją.

Eksperimentinę TLR sistemą sudarė UVFS aksikonas, kurio pusinis kampas
∠α = 0,5° (viršūnės kampas 179°). Jis buvo apšviestas naudojant kolimuotą
impulsinį pluoštą, kurio centrinis bangos ilgis λ = 1030 nm, impulsų pasikarto-
jimo dažnis - 25 kHz ir impulso trukmė apie 200 fs. Pluošto skersinis diametras
buvo maždaug 2w = 5, 25 mm (esant 1/e2 intensyvumo vertei). Mažinantis
teleskopas buvo įrengtas iš dviejų lęšių, kurių židinio nuotoliai buvo 500 ir 9
mm, o gaunama mažinimo vertė M ∼ 55,6. Mėginį pasiekiančių impulsų
energija atitiko 8 µJ.

Poliruotas N-BK7 (n ≈ 1,51) 4 mm storio stačiakampis padėklas buvo sken-
uojamas 9 mm lęšio židinio plokštumoje. Indukuoto lūžio rodiklio zonų ilgis
buvo apie 600 µm. Mėginys buvo skenuotas v = 2500 µm / s nuosekliais lini-
jiniais judesiais. Tokių FK apertūra buvo 0,6x1 mm2.

Pagaminti nečirpuotos ir čirpuotos išilginės geometrijos FK. Minimalus
pasiekiamas skersinis periodas buvo dx = 3 µm. Atitinkamas išilginis periodas
buvo pasirinktas naudojant geometrijos parametrą Q = 2d2

⊥/(λd‖), nes patogu
suderinti centrinį filtravimo kampą intuityviu būdu: sin(αc) = λ(Q − 1)/2d⊥.
Atkreiptinas dėmesys į tai, kad bangos ilgis nustatomas toks, koks yra stiklo
padėkle: λ = λvacnBK7. Nečirpuotiems FK Q buvo pasirinktas taip, kad
Q = 1, 2, 1, 6, 2, 0. Čirpuotiems taip, kad Q1 = 1.2, Q2 = 2.0, kur d‖ vertės
buvo keičiamos tiesiškai tarp atitinkamų verčių minimlios ir maksimalios vertės.
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Vertės priklausė nuo zondo bangos ilgio λ (633 ir 970 nm).
Tokiu būdu buvo pasiūlytas naujas, patogus būdas gaminti santykinai ilgus

fotoninių kristalų erdvinius filtrus. Toks FK gali būti efektyviai taikomas 1D
erdviniam filtravimui, pavyzdžiui, plataus krašto puslaidininkiniuose lazeriu-
ose, kur filtravimas lėtosios ašies plokštumoje yra labai pageidautinas. Stebėti
filtravimo kampinių juostų intervalai siekė 4 ir 6 laipsnius.

Konforminių plonasluoksnių dangų filtrai
Kampinio (ar erdvinio) filtravimo fotoniniais kristalais idėja yra pagrįsta selek-
tyvia šviesos difrakcija, kai šviesa sklinda dvigubai periodiškais dariniais. Toki-
ais dariniais sklindančios šviesos pluošto kampinio spektro komponentai, kurie
rezonuoja su skersiniais ir išilginiais darinio periodais, efektyviai išsklaidomi
ir pašalinami iš nulinės difrakcijos eilės perduodamos šviesos. Kita vertus, ne-
sikeičia kampinių komponentų, kurie yra ne rezonansai, sklidimo kryptis. Todėl
kampinis / erdvinis filtravimas gali vykti kai FK geometrija tinkamai parinkta.
Ši idėja jau buvo įrodyta kaip naudinga alternatyva tradiciniams erdvinio fil-
travimo metodams ir pademonstruota keliuose atvejuose, pvz., mikrolustiniuose
lazeriuose [130].

Anksčiau erdvinis filtravimas parodytas vadinamajoje Laue konfigūracijoje,
kurioje išilginis periodas yra gerokai didesnis nei bangos ilgis. Čia pateikia-
mas pirmasis eksperimentinis Brego (sub-bangos ilgio) tipo FK kampinis fil-
tras, kuriame išilginis periodas yra maždaug pusė bangos ilgio. Erdviškai fil-
truojantis fotoninis darinys yra pagamintas naudojant fizinį garų nusodinimo
metodą, konkrečiai – nusodinimo kampu metodą, kuris leidžia lengvai ir labai
tiksliai keisti atskirų sluoksnių lūžio rodiklį [123]. Pageidautinos geometrijos
yra parinktos pagal galutinių skirtumų laiko srities (FDTD) skaičiavimus. Pa-
grindinis rezultatas, kaip aprašyta žemiau, vis dar toli nuo „švaraus“ kampinio
filtravimo, tačiau jau parodo šio reiškinio pirmines apraiškas.

Šviesos perdavimas per FK taip pat buvo modeliuojamas FDTD meto-
dais. Modeliavimas rodo, kad dariniai turi potencialą būti technologiškai pri-
taikomi: filtravimo (pralaidumo mažais kampais atveju) kampas gali būti val-
domas ir sumažintas iki technologiškai svarbių verčių. Taip pat filtravimo gylis
(pralaidumas filtravimo kampuose) gali būti sumažintas iki nulio, padidinant
sluoksnių skaičių ir skersinį FK periodą. Tokie Brego FK erdviniai filtrai, dėka
pasirinkto gamybos būdo, gali būti gaminami dideliais kiekiais, lyginant su
TLR būdu gaminamais Laue FK ir todėl būti pirmieji industriškai pritaikomi
erdviniai filtrai komercinėse mikrolazerių sistemose.
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Optimizacija ir pažengusios geometrijos

Šiame skyriuje pateikiu rezultatus, susijusius su išilginio periodo dz modulia-
vimu priklausomai nuo sluoksnio arba periodo (vienetinio narvelio) numerio,
ieškant netrivialių moduliavimo būdų.

Pateikti rezultatai yra pagrįsti disertacijos straipsniais A1, A4 ir A5.
Diskusija prasideda pasiekimais, susijusiais su pagrindiniais pasiekimais 3D
ašisimetriniams dariniams, o po to seka 2D darinių rezultatai, abiem atvejais
skirtais veikti Laue režime.

Ašisimetriniai čirpuoti FK
Norint naudoti ašisimetrinius FK erdviniam filtravimui, kampinis filtravimo
diapazonas turi būti išplėstas pranokstant anksčiau pasiektas vertes. Todėl čia
parodoma, kad išilginis čirpas (išilginio periodo kitimas optinės ašies kryptimi)
ašisimetriniuose fotoniniuose dariniuose gali būti naudojamas kaip alternatyvus
būdas padidinti filtravimo kampinį plotį. Šaltinyje [24] pasiūlyta naudoti išil-
ginį čirpą tam, kad būtų padidintas 2D struktūrų filtravimo diapazonas. Čia
ištirta, kiek galima padidinti ašisimetrinių FK filtravimo intervalą, taikant tokį
čirpavimą.

Konkrečiai, ištirtas filtravimo juostos kampo plotis, matuojant pagrindinių
filtravimo linijų išfiltruotos spinduliuotės kampinius pločius PPPM (pilnas
plotis pusė maksimumo ) intensyvumo lygyje: ((I0(α) − I(α)))/(I0(α)) =
∆I(α)/(I0(α)). Be to, skaitmeniniai skaičiavimai rodo, kad čirpuoti FK
gali padidinti filtravimo kampinius diapazonus, naudojant ilgesnius darinius
(didesnius N), arba didesnes lūžio rodiklio moduliacijos amplitudes.

Skaitiniai ir eksperimentiniai rezultatai apibendrinti 3.2(b-g) pav. Čirpavi-
mas leidžia padidinti filtravimo kampo plotį nuo 17 iki 40 mrad, kaip nustatyta,
matuojant dominuojančio normalizuoto filtravimo linijos PPPM (pilnas plotis
pusę maksimalaus). Padidėjimas siekia ≈ 2. Tai nėra itin ekstremalus rezul-
tatas. Jį vis dar riboja maksimalus FK darinio ilgis, kurį galima pagaminti
stikle naudojant Gauso pluošto TLR metodą. Tačiau tai suteikia vilties, kad
intuicija, sukurta 2D FK filtrams, gali būti pagrįstai taikomas 3D ašisimetrini-
ams dariniams. Dar svarbiau yra tai, kad ašisimetriniai dariniai neturi skersinio
poslinkio invariacijos, tačiau, priešingai nei 2D FK, jų skersinė gardelės kon-
stanta gali būti čirpuota. Išnagrinėjus vieną laisvės laipsnį, antrasis tyrimas
galėtų būti tęsiamas, papildomai nagrinėjant superkolimacijos efektą [33].

Atvirkštinis 2D FK Laue erdvinių filtrų dizainas
Jau buvo įrodyta, kad fotoniniai kristalai, pagaminti skaidrių dielektrinių terpių
tūryje, rodo žemo erdvinio dažnio (kampinio) pralaidaus filtro funkcionalumą.
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Šie FK filtrai yra pagaminti neorganiniuose stikluose, naudojant femtosekund-
inį lazerio rašymo procesą. Labiausiai perspektyvus tokių filtrų aspektas yra jų
tiesioginis integravimas į lazerinių mikrorezonatorių ertmes. Didžiausias gal-
imas pluošto kokybės pagerinimo lygis priklauso nuo FK kampinio filtravimo
diapazono. Todėl labai svarbu optimizuoti filtravimo FK struktūrą, kad būtų
gautas optimalus filtravimas. Iš tiesų įrodyta, kad linijiniu būdu čirpuoti FK
padidina filtravimo efektyvumą, tačiau jų geometrija gali būti dar labiau opti-
mizuota. Čia parodoma, kad gradientinis ir genetinis optimizavimo algoritmai
(kartu su euristiniu PSM modeliu) gali pasiūlyti dar geresnes geometrijas, ven-
giant brangių globaliųjų optimizavimo metodų.

Imant čirpuotą FK kaip pradinį paieškos tašką, pasiekiami optimalūs
sprendimai skirtingiems FK ilgiams. Demonstruojamas sprendimų įgyvendi-
namumas, pagaminant optimizuotus FK Foturan stikle. Filtrai su 2D kinta-
mos gardelės konfigūracija, pasižymėjo skersiniais ir išilginiais periodais: dx =
1,2 ir mažiausiai min dz = 4,8 µm, 633 nm veikimo bangos ilgiui. Parodoma,
kad žemo erdvinio dažnio paralaidumo (iki 34 mrad) konfigūracijai filtravimo
diapazoną galima pagerinti kelis kartus, pasiekiant 150 mrad filtravimo juostų
pločius.

Taikymai

Fotoninio kristalo mikrolustinis lazeris
Šiame skyriuje pateikta informacija ir rezultatai yra pagrįsti disertacijos straip-
sniu A3.

Mikrolustiniai lazeriai (ir bendrai visi mikrolazeriai, tokie kaip diodiniai laz-
eriai ar vertikaliojo rezonatoriaus puslaidininkiniai lazeriai) yra itin kompak-
tiški ir efektyvūs koherentinės spinduliuotės šaltiniai, bet paprastai turi vieną
ryškų trūkumą – mažą spinduliuojamo pluošto erdvinę kokybę. Tik mažos
galios režimuose (nedidelio kaupinimo ploto) mikrolustiniai lazeriai pasižymi
didele erdvine kokybe, t.y. vienos skersinės modos režimu. Kiekvienas bandy-
mas padidinti emisijos galią, didinant kaupinimo galingumą arba didinant
kaupinimo plotą, lemia pluošto erdvinės kokybės pablogėjimą.

Čia siūlomas Laue FK erdvinio filtro panaudojimas mikrolustinio lazerio
rezonatoriuje tam, kad būtų pagerinta lazerio pluošto kokybė ir padidintas
jos skaistis. Patalpinus ašisimetrinį FK mikrolustinio lazerio rezonatoriuje,
eksperimentiškai stebėtas pluošto skaisčio padidėjimas maždaug 3 kartus. Tai
aiškinama aukštesnės eilės skersinių modų slopinimu.
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Erdvinis filtravimas fotoniniu kristalu didelio ploto diodi-
niame lazeryje
Didelio ploto (krašu spinduliuojantys) puslaidininkiniai (BAS) lazeriai papras-
tai pasižymi prasta pluošto kokybe, ypač esant didelės galios režimui. Greito-
sios ašies plokštumoje lazerio aktyvioji zona yra mikrometrų eilės. Išilgai šios
krypties generuojasi tik fundamentalioji skersinė moda, pluoštas difrakciškai ri-
botas. Išilgai lėtosios ašies, kur aktyviosios terpės matmenys siekia kelis šimtus
mikrometrų, veikimo metu, susižadina keletas skersinių modų, dėl ko pluošto
kokybė būna prastesnė ir pluošto skaistis ribotas.

FK yra formuojamas skaidrioje terpėje, sukuriant periodiškai moduliuotą
lūžio rodiklio pasiskirstymą. Du skirtingi FK buvo pagaminti naudojant Gauso
pluošto TLR ir Beselio pluošto TLR. Šie filtrai veikia sukeldami nuostolius
didesnio kampinio pasiskirstymo skersinėms rezonatoriaus modoms.

Tokie filtrai panaudoti BAS lazeryje. Čia buvo naudojamas BAS, į kurio
konstrukciją įėjo emiteris, kurio plotis yra 400 µm, o ilgis - 1,5 mm. Rezona-
toriaus išvadinis veidrodis pasižymėjo 4% atspindžio koeficientu. Papildomai
rezonatoriuje buvo išstatyti 4 cilindriniai lęšiai konfokalinėje konfigūracijoje.
BAS lazeryje buvo 2 vietos, kur buvo talpinamas plyšinis konfokalinis filtras
(tolimajame lauke) ir FK (artimajame). Lyginamas filtravimo efektyvumas
abiejų filtrų atvejais.

Buvo stebimi lazerio pluošto M2 ir nežymus išėjimo galios sumažėjimas, kai
rezonatoriuje buvo išstatomas FK. Stebėtas skaisčio padidėjimas sudarė apie
1,5 karto.

Išvados
Pastarųjų trijų disertacijos dalių išvados pateikiamos taip:

1. Buvo ištirtas Laue tipo 2D FK filtro veikimas, priklausomai nuo TLR
natrio-kalcio silikatiniame stikle procedūros. Tai buvo padaryta siekiant
padidinti sklaidos s-koeficientą, kuris yra fenomenologinis dydis, nuro-
dantis fazės moduliaciją, atsirandančią bangos frontui sklindant per vieną
FK sluoksnį. Esant įvairioms ekspozicijos sąlygoms, buvo nustatyta, kad
dariniai, lyginant su ankstesniais moksliniais darbais, gali pasižymėti
asimetrine erdvinio (kampinio) intensyvumo pralaidumo funkcija. Ši
asimetrija paaiškinta ištyrus tikrąją FK sandarą ir sukūrus pakreiptojo
daugiasluoksnio FK PSM modelį. Eksperimentiniai ir skaitmeniniai tyri-
mai rodo, kad sluoksniai, kurie sudaro FK, pasižymi pakreipta vidine
sandara, kuri išryškėja, kai Gauso pluošto fs-TLR metodu formuojamų
FK periodų ilgiai (gardelės konstantos) ženkliai sumažinamos. Atrastas
naujas laisvės laipsnis, kuris gali būti išnaudotas derinant FK savybes.
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2. Laue tipo 2D FK erdviniam filtravimui pasižymėjo tam tikro geometrinio
parametro – jų ilgio arba didžiausio išilginio periodų skaičiaus – apri-
bojimu. Kadangi vienintelis metodas, naudojamas tokiems dariniams
gaminti, buvo Gauso pluošto fs-TLR stikle būdas, tai svarbiausias ri-
bojantis veiksnys buvo maksimalus sferinių aberacijų neturintis darbi-
nis atstumas, siekiantis ne daugiau kaip 300 µm kai naudojami didelės
skaitinės apertūros NA objektiniai lęšiai. Šiam apribojimui įveikti buvo
būtinas paradigmos pokytis, todėl parinktas Besselio pluoštu paremtas
TLR metodas. Surinkta TLR sistema, sėkmingai panaudota gaminant
darinius, kurių išilginių periodų skaičius siekė N = 160 (per 3 mm
ilgį). Naudojant metodą, buvo pademonstruoti funkcionalūs FK filtrai
dviems bangų ilgiams (633, 970 nm) su filtravimo (kampinėmis) juostomis
siekiančiomis 4° ir 6° pločius, taip įrodant naujo būdo pritaikomumą.

3. Brego tipo 2D FK erdviniai filtrai buvo pasiūlyti kaip alternatyva Laue
tipo filtrams. Šiems dariniams būdingas didesnis lūžio rodiklio kon-
trastas ir mažensi nei bangos ilgis charakteringi elementų matmenys.
Čia iškelta hipotezė, kad jei moduliuoto paviršiaus šablonai (reljefinės
gardelės) galėtų būti sukombinuoti su plonasluoksnėmis konforminėmis
periodiškai kintančio lūžio rodiklio dielektrinėmis plėvelėmis, tada gau-
namajam dariniui būtų galima stebėti dalinius draustinius fotoninės juos-
tos tarpus. Ši hipotezė buvo patikrinta išnagrinėjus tokias FK darinių
savybes: analitiškai apskaičiavus draustinių fotoninės juostos tarpų
padėtis, skaitmeniškai apskaičiavus kampinius intensyvumo pralaidumo
spektrus (FDTD) ir pagaminus šabloninius padėklus, ant kurių fiziniu
garų nusodinimo būdu buvo suformuotos dangos. Apšvietus pagamintus
FK kolimuotu ir fokusuotu pluoštu buvo stebimi daliniai draustiniai fo-
tonininės juostos tarpai. Tikimasi tokio FK idėją būtų galima integruoti
kuriant naujus plonus fotoninius erdvinių filtrų įtaisus, kuriuos galima
būtų integruoti į egzistuojančių prietaisų paviršius.

4. Ašisimetrinių Laue tipo 3D FK pritaikymas mikrolazeriuose buvo apri-
botas, dėl jų siaurų kampinio filtravimo juostų iki 17 mrad (0,3°) pločio.
Laue-Rabi tipo svyravimų santykis tarp filtravimo juostos formos ir FK
ilgio neleido sukurti FK tinkamų taikyti lazerio rezonatoriuje, todėl at-
sirado poreikis ištirti daugiau galimų laisvės laipsnių. Čia pasiūlytas išil-
ginio periodo ilgio čirpo pritaikymas tam, kad būtų išplėstas kampinis
filtravimo diapazonas. Hipotezė buvo patikrinta empiriškai ir skaitiniu
būdu, ir patvirtinta: stebėtas kampinio filtravimo diapazonas padidėjo
dvigubai. Tai pateisina naujų medžiagų, gamybos ir netgi geometrijos
moduliavimo metodų, skirtų dar pranašesniems FK, kurie būtų tinkami
naudoti mikrolazeriuose, paiešką.

5. Patvirtinus, kad tiesinis išilginio periodo čirpavimas pritaikomas Laue
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2D (ir 3D) FK erdviniam filtravimui, tolimesnis etapas buvo netiesinio
čirpavimo tyrimas. Iškelta hipotezė, kad naudojant pasiteisinusį PSM
metodą kartu su optimizavimo metodais galima rasti naujas FK geometri-
jas, kurios galėtų būti priderinamos mažais kampais pralaidžiam erdvi-
niam filtravimui. Tokias geometrijas pavyko rasti ir įgyvendinti pagami-
nus jas Gauso pluošto fs-TLR būdu stiklo tūryje. Gauti dariniai, kurių
filtravimo diapazonas yra iki 150 mrad (∼ 2, 6°). Be to, rasti spren-
diniai, atitinkantys laisvai pasirinktas kampinio intensyvumo pralaidumo
FK funkcijas. Tai apima sprendinius, kurie optimizuoja išorinio re-
zonatoriaus puslaidininkinio kraštu emituojančio lazerio pluošto šviesį.
Įrodyta galimybė derinti FK kampinio intensyvumo pralaidumo funkciją,
nepažeidžiant poslinkio invariantiškumo ir (teoriškai) neribotos apertūros
pranašumų.

6. Laue tipo ašisimetrinis FK skirtas erdviniam filtravimui buvo eksperimen-
tiškai išbandytas nuolatinės veikos Nd:IAG mikrolustinio lazerio rezona-
toriuje. Taikant FK sumažėjo pluošto M2 parametras (pagerėjo pluošto
kokybė) ir padidėjo lazerio pluošto skaistis B. Pluošto skaistis padidėjo
3 kartus. Tai aiškinama tuo, kad FK filtrai pralaidūs mažu kampu, todėl
aukštesnės eilės skersinės rezonatoriaus modos slopinamos. Sumažėja laz-
erio pluošto skėsties kampas.

7. Besselio pluošto TLR pagrindu pagamintas Laue tipo 2D FK erdvinis
filtras buvo eksperimentiškai išbandytas išorinio rezonatoriaus puslai-
dininkio kraštu spinduliuojančio didelio ploto vieno emiterio lazerio re-
zonatoriuje. FK pritaikymas rezonatoriuje sumažino pluošto M2 kokybės
parametrą ir padidino lazerio pluošto skaistį B 1,5 karto. Tai empiriškai
parodo, kad FK erdvinio filtravimo mechanizmas yra pritaikomas net
žemos kokybės faktoriaus rezonatorių viduje.
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Abstract: We propose and experimentally demonstrate femtosecond direct laser writing with 
Bessel beams for the fabrication of photonic crystals with spatial filtering functionality. Such 
filters are mechanically stable, of small (of order of millimeter) size, do not require direct access 
to the far-field domain, and therefore are excellent candidates for intracavity spatial filtering 
applications in mini- and micro-lasers. The technique allows the fabrication of efficient 
photonic crystal spatial filters in glass, with a narrow angle (~1 degree) nearly 100%-
transmission pass-band between broad angle (up to 10 degrees) nearly 0%-transmission angular 
stop-bands. We show, that this technique can not only significantly shorten the fabrication time, 
but also allows the fabrication of large-scale defect-free photonic crystal spatial filters with a 
wide filtering band. 

1. Introduction 

Spatial filtering is a general technique used to improve the spatial properties of the radiation of 
lasers. Typically, conventional lasers (e.g. solid-state lasers) contain low angle pass intracavity 
spatial filters in form of confocal arrangement of lenses with the circular diaphragm in the 
confocal plane. The diaphragm ensures the operation of the laser on the lowest possible order 
transverse mode  [1]. However, such an arrangement is very inconvenient or even impossible 
in microlasers, such as microchip lasers, edge emitting semiconductor lasers, or VCSEL lasers. 
The millimeter-order length of the resonators does not allow the conventional confocal lens 
arrangement for the intracavity spatial filtering. This is possibly the main reason, why the 
radiation from many of microlasers suffers from the bad spatial beam quality, which is 
especially problematic in higher emission power regimes. Lifting the limitations of the beam 
spatial quality would allow to increase the brightness of the radiation of microlasers and would 
open new relevant areas of their technological application. 

A promising solution of the beam spatial quality problem is the intracavity use of compact 
Photonic Crystal (PhC) spatial filters. The idea of PhC spatial filtering was proposed in  [2,3], 
and subsequently experimentally demonstrated in  [4 6] in different realizations. The idea is 
based on a selective diffraction of the angular components of the light propagating through the 
double-periodic photonic structure: the particular angular components of the incident light at a 
resonance with the transverse and longitudinal periodicities of the photonic structure diffract 
efficiently and are removed from the zero-diffraction order of the transmitted beam. The PhC 
spatial filtering, together with the super-collimation  [7], already showed itself as a powerful 
tool to clean the spatial structure of the beams, which could be efficiently employed in 
microresonators, for instance in the microchip  [8] and diode  [9] lasers. For a detailed review 
on PhC spatial filtering see e.g.  [10].   

In practice, the fabricated PhC filters, especially those written by femtosecond pulses into 
inorganic materials using direct laser writing techniques, have a problem of a limited 
functionality of spatial filtering. Firstly, the rough estimations show [10], that the depth of 



filtering band scales as , where  is the refraction index modification (which in 
glasses is of the order of   ),  is the length of the written photonic crystal and  is 
the wavelength. This means that the efficient filtering, with 100% depth of the filtering dips 
can be achieved for >100  length of the PhC. Moreover, the angular width of the filtering 
line is proportional to , which is the fractions of degree for such low-index-contrast PhCs. 
For relevant applications the filtering line of several degrees is required (for instance the main 
technological challenge in edge emitting semiconductor lasers is to reduce the slow-axis 
divergence from ~ 5 degrees down to 1-2 degrees). The width of the filtering band is not a 
fundamental problem, since it can be substantially broadened using chirped photonic 
crystals  [6,11], i.e. by sweeping the geometrical parameters along the photonic structure, which 
moves the relatively narrow filtering band through the broader area of angular transmission 
spectrum. Such sweep of the filtering band could cover larger angular ranges, see Fig.1(a) for 
the illustration, however, eventually would result in respectively longer crystals.  

Thumb rule [10] says that the 100% filtering of the angular range  relates with the length 
 of the chirped photonic crystal as  . For example, if  is small, of order of  

and if the desired angular range of filtering is  in radians, then one needs a crystal length 
of the order of 1 mm. Typically the PhCs are fabricated by direct laser writing using Gaussian 
beams, where tightly focused femtosecond laser beam induces local modification of refractive 
index in glass or other transparent materials  [12 15]. The convenient transverse periodicity of 
the PhCs is in the range of 1-2 µm, which means that a relatively high numerical aperture (NA) 
focusing optics must be used (NA > 0.8), however, this contradicts with the required length of 
the PhC (> 1 mm). The existing variety of focusing optics forces to make a choice between 
high NA, but short working distance optics, and long working distance, but low NA optics. In 
addition, the deeper in the glass substrate is the focus, the more it is affected by the spherical 
aberrations. In practice, spherical aberrations and limited working distance limit the length of 
PhCs to appr. 0.3 mm.  

 

Fig. 1. (a) Illustration of broad band spatial filtering in chirped PhCs. (b) Principle scheme of 
direct laser writing using Bessel beams, illuminated in vertical Y-direction, whereas the 

filtering follows along the horizontal Z-direction. 

 
For some applications the filtering along one direction is sufficient. For example, it is 

especially suitable for broad edge emitting semiconductor lasers, where only the slow-axis 
filtering is required  [16,17]). In such case the PhCs of 2D geometry are needed. The idea 



presented in this paper is to use the Bessel beams  [18] for fabrication of such large longitudinal 
scale 2D PhC spatial filters.  

Bessel beams can be generated by refractive, reflective or diffractive axicons and are 
characterized by a long and narrow high aspect ratio high intensity focusing area. This property 
is used for machining transparent materials  [19 21], e.g. for fabrication of phase 
elements  [22,23]. Due to very long and narrow area of refractive index modifications, the 

filtering structure is no longer a problem and in principle is limited only by the mechanical 
travel range of the fabrication stages. Although the vertical direction is still limited, it is at least 
by one order of magnitude longer compared to that using the Gaussian writing beam strategy. 

The main message of the article is an experimental demonstration of a possibility to inscribe 
sufficiently long PhC crystals by using Bessel beams, which can ensure technologically 
relevant 1D spatial filtering. We show the efficient filters in the visible and in the near infrared 
range. The letter describes: Bessel beam writing setup; fabrication of the real structure; 
experimental observation of the light angular transmission characteristics through such PhC 
structures of different length.  

2. Fabrication and characterization 

The samples were fabricated using a direct laser writing setup, which is schematically shown 

with a half angle of . The incoming beam was of a Gaussian 
profile with a diameter of 2w = 5.3 mm at e-2 level. The center wavelength  = 1030 nm, the 
pulse repetition rate 25 kHz and pulse duration approximately 200 fs. Such configuration led 
to an extended focal line (Bessel zone) length of approximately ZBZ1

decrease its dimensions a demagnifying telescope was arranged from two lenses with the focal 
lengths of 500 mm and 9 mm, having a demagnification value of M~55.6. Pulse energy 
delivered to the sample corresponded to 8 µJ.  

A polished N-BK7 (  
and was mounted on a 3D positioning stage. After demagnification inside the substrate the 
Bessel zone length ZBZ2  [24]). 
The sample was scanned at 2500 µm/s in a consecutive linear motion to produce the patterns 
shown in Fig. 2(b). The usable aperture of such PhCs is 0.6×1 mm2 and can be extended in the 
horizontal (filtering) direction without limitation. We note that the usable aperture in the y-
direction as shown in Fig. 2(b) is less than the estimated Bessel zone length ZBZ2. Practically, 
ZBZ2 was expected to be longer since we did not use a spatial filter to correct the distortion by 
the axicon tip  [25 27]. The oscillatory refractive index modifications seen at the bottom of the 
facet view are a result of this. For the exposure conditions used here, positive refractive index 
changes are induced during fabrication according to  [28,29]. 

After fabrication we inspected the PhC samples with a transmission optical microscope, 
Fig. 2(b) and then probed them illuminating by focused Gaussian laser beam. We observed the 
angular filtering bands as shown in Fig. 2(c). To record the transmitted intensity pattern, we 
projected the beam directly on a CCD camera matrix placed at the far-field. 
 



 

Fig. 2. Illustration of the fabrication arrangement (a), microscope-photos of the sample (b), and 
the 2D light transmission picture, showing the central beam region, from which radiation is 

filtered out (c). Arrows indicate resonant energy transfer between two coupled angular bands: 
outward and, also, inward to the central region. 

The described fabrication scheme allowed us to achieve a minimum transverse period of 3 
µm, accordingly by a ~1.5 µm transverse width of the inscribed voxels. The central filtering 
angle of non-chirped PhCs for a wavelength  in paraxial approximation reads: 

, where Q is a geometry parameter, , chosen 
according to the target filtering angle. For example, in order to have a central filtering angle of 

 deg for  nm wavelength and  µm transverse period, the Q is ~1.25 
(  ~34.4 µm respectively). For chirped PhCs the Q factor is varied along the structure. E.g. if 
the Q is varied from 1.2 to 1.4, the central filtering angle varies from 0.8 to 1.6 degrees. 

3. Results 

To explore the spatial filtering in regular (non-chirped) PhCs we fabricated several samples 
with different numbers of longitudinal periods N ( µm). The target filtering 
wavelength was  nm. Experimentally measured transmission spectra are shown in 
Fig. 3(a). The filtering dips in the angular transmission function are getting deeper with 
increasing the PhC length until they reach the maximum depth at N = 8 periods. If the length 
of the PhC is further increased, the filtering regions become shallower again. This is due to the 
fact that the filtered radiation is propagating along the crystal couple back to the original modes. 
At N = 14 (approximately double the optimum length for filtering) almost no filtering regions 
are observed. These are so called Laue-Rabi oscillations, see  [10] for a more detailed 
explanation, with the revival period of N  



 

Fig. 3. Transmitted probe beam angular intensity spectra for different PhCs without (a,b) and 
with chirp (b,c) and for different crystal lengths (a,c) illuminated by . (c) 

shows transmitted beams for increased PhC lengths for chirped case, where saturation of the 
filtering effect occurs. 

Next, we selected several Q values Q = 1.2, 1.6, 2.0 (estimated central filtering angles: 
1= 0.8°, 2 = 2.4°, 3 = 4°) and fabricated three PhC samples with fixed longitudinal period 

and optimal length (N = 8 periods) in order to demonstrate the filtering angle dependence on 
the longitudinal period. The angular transmission spectra, Fig. 3(b), show that the filtering 
angles correspond reasonably well to the estimated values and were measured to be 1= 1.08°, 

2 = 3.2°, 3 = 5.5°. The discrepancy is due to paraxial approximation used to derive the angle 
vs. Q relation. The width of the filtering bands in all three cases was about 0.6°.  

In order to increase the width of the filtering band a chirped PhC geometry was used (
). The  values were varied linearly in a range  µm. The bottom graph 

of Fig. 3(b). shows the corresponding angular transmission spectrum of such structure of N = 
30 periods. The positive effect of chirping is obvious when comparing with Fig. 3(b) column. 
Although fabricated with the same conditions, the chirped PhCs exhibit much wider filtering 
band of , compared to  for non-chirped examples. The filtered angular 
bands are a bit shallower for N = 30 periods chirped crystals compared to the N = 8 periods 
non-chirped cases, however this can be corrected by increasing the number of periods as it is 
shown in Fig 3(c). 

The geometry of the PhC can be tuned in order to match the target wavelength. In Fig. 4(a) 
the results for  and the same Q interval as previously are shown. In this case the 
longitudinal period was varied in  µm range. Here the filtering angle range 
is extended even further. We observed filtering for  corresponding to the 
angular bandwidth of . In addition, we quantified the removed energy and the total 
incident energy ratio (Fig. 4(b)). As the PhC length (the number of longitudinal periods N) 
increases, the filtering performances increases also, and, opposite to the non-chirped case, 
saturates to the 100% filtering performance.   

For comparison, the numerical simulations of the spatial filtering through the PhCs with 
varying refraction index contrast  were also performed and presented in Fig. 4(b). The 
simulations were performed using a beam propagation method approach, where a complex 
amplitude scattering efficiency parameter s was used  [30] (the physical meaning is that for a 
plane-wave at resonant angle the  represents the intensity scattered into one diffraction 
component per longitudinal half-period). The saturation to 100% filtering for smaller  occurs 
for longer PhCs, as expected. The simulations with s = 0.14 correspond well with experimental 
measurement data. Using this value, we determined the refraction index contrast in the 



inscribed PhCs:  (  µm is the refractive index modified 
region length). 

 

Fig. 4. (a) Experimentally measured angular transmission intensity spectra of PhCs designed 

The corresponding data (black dots) for the change in total transmitted energy opposed to the 
PhC length and compared with four numeric cases (solid curves). 

Judging from the examples in Fig. 3(c) and Fig. 4 the chirped PhCs provide a clear 
advantage over the non-chirped ones when a broad filtering band is required. The filtering band 
width can in principle be further extended by fabricating longer crystals using the described 
technique.  

The total length of the filtering PhC structures was in the range of a few millimeters. For 
example, the PhC structures designed for both 633 nm and 970 nm wavelengths at N = 30 
periods were of ~2 mm length. Such relatively high resolution (  = 3 µm) and more 
importantly long structures are challenging to fabricate with the Gaussian beam point-by-point 
direct laser writing method because of the limited working distance and/or optical aberrations 
in the sample. Also, in practice their fabrication duration is relatively long. Let us make a 
simplified comparison. A PhC of an aperture of 600×600 µm2 and 16 periods and Q = 1.2 takes 
around 3 minutes to produce using the Bessel technique. A PhC having the same aperture and 
transverse period using the reported scanning speed of v = 2.5 mm/s and a raster scan pattern 
would take around 30 minutes  [6]. 

4. Conclusions 

In this way we proposed new, efficient method for inscribing relatively long photonic crystal 
spatial filters. This technique, however, optimally works for the 2D photonic crystals, providing 
1D spatial filtering, for the use, for instance, in broad area semiconductor lasers, where the 
slow-axis filtering is highly desired. The divergence of the beams along the slow axis is a real 
problem in such lasers, where typically, the divergences reach 3 to 10 degrees. The technique 
proposed by us provides the angular filtering range, sufficient for substantial improvement of 
the spatial structure in typical broad are semiconductor lasers.  
Advanced chirping schemes could be applied to make use of the large number of periods to 
either extent the filtering range or to tune the filter angular transmission spectrum shape. 
Making a vertically stitched structure could increase the usable aperture by a factor of 2-5 times.  
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ABSTRACT 

Broad aperture semiconductor lasers usually suffer from low spatial quality of the emitted beams. Due to the highly compact 
character of such lasers the use of a conventional intra-cavity spatial filters is problematic. We demonstrate that extremely compact 
Photonic Crystal spatial filters, incorporated into the laser resonator, can improve the beam spatial quality, and correspondingly, 
increase the brightness of the emitted radiation. We report the decrease of the M2 from 47 down to 28 due to Photonic Crystal 
spatial intra-cavity filtering, and the increase of the brightness by a factor of 1.5, giving a proof of principle of intra-cavity Photonic 
Crystal spatial filtering in broad area semiconductor lasers. 

 

 
 
        Broad Aperture Semiconductor (BAS) lasers usually 
suffer from the low spatial quality of the emitted beams, 
especially in high power emission regimes. This, among 
others, imposes limitations for tight focusing or coupling of 
its radiation into the optical fibers. The strong divergence of 
the beam in the fast-axis (y-axis) does not represent a 
problem since the single-transverse-mode-character of the 
radiation in this direction allows perfect collimation of the 
beam. Collimation in the slow-axis (x-axis) instead is quite 
problematic due to the intrinsic multi-transverse-mode 
emission along this axis. The absence of intra-cavity spatial 
filtering is the reason of the poor beam quality of other 
micro-laser types, such as microchip lasers, or Vertical 
Cavity Surface Emission Lasers (VCSELs). Conventional 
lasers (eg. solid state lasers) usually use intra-cavity spatial 
filters, typically using a confocal arrangement of lenses with 
a diaphragm in the confocal plane. This configuration allows 
direct access to the far field, where the diaphragm acts as a 

- higher angular 
components. This type of spatial filter has been 
demonstrated in an external resonator of diode laser array to 
improve the beam quality [1]. However, such a filtering 

design is very inconvenient or even impossible for intra-
cavity use in micro-lasers, such as microchip or 
semiconductor lasers, or VCSELs, since the lengths of the 
resonators typically lies in the millimeter range (in VCSELs 
case even in micrometer range) and provide no space for 
direct access to the far field. For the case of high power diode 
lasers, usually configured in an array of multiple emitters, 
the use of bulky lenses is impossible. 
        The quality of the BAS laser beams at low powers can 
be improved by several methods, for instance: (i) confining 
transversally the radiation by inscribing waveguide structure 
in the semiconductor material. This microstructured 
fabrication, however, severely restricts the amplification 
area, and thus reduces the emission power; (ii) by restricting 
the amplification/emission area through the use of apertures 
in VCSELs; or (iii) by accurate gain guiding in microchip 
lasers. None of these methods are useful to solve the problem 
of beam quality in high-emission-power regimes. For the 
BAS lasers, some other techniques have been proposed, like 
the use of tapered geometries, evanescent spatial filtering, 
and the use of external cavity [2-4].  However, these methods 



2 
 

have a limitation in terms of power achievable and the size 
of the device.  
        A promising idea to solve the beam quality problems of 
the microlasers in the high emission power regime is the use 
of intra-cavity Photonic Crystal (PhC) spatial filters 
integrated in the laser cavity. The concept of spatial filtering 
using PhCs was proposed in [5, 6], and subsequently 
experimentally demonstrated in [7-9]. The idea is based on a 
selective deflection of the angular components of the light 
propagating through a 2-D photonic structure: the angular 
components of the incident light resonant with the transverse 
and longitudinal periodicities of the photonic structure 
diffract efficiently and are deflected from the zero-
diffraction order of the transmitted beam. The use of such 
PhC spatial filtering [10] was already proved as a powerful 
tool to clean the spatial structure of the beams, which could 
be efficiently employed for instance in the microchip lasers 
[11].  For more detailed theory on PhC spatial filtering see 
review [12].       
       

 
 
Fig. 1. (a) The illustration of the irregular beam structure emitted by 
typical BAS lasers (with partially reflective output facet mirror) in 
high power regimes. (b) The idea of spatial filtering by 
monolithically integrated PhCs in a compact configuration. While 
the lower angle modes propagate unaffected, as shown in a 
schematic far-field profile, the PhC diffracts and eliminates the 
higher angle modes. (c) The PhC placed inside an extended cavity 
resonator, which mimics the situation of the compact intra-cavity 
spatial filtering shown in (b). 

 
        The ultimate goal of the research reported in this article 
is the design of efficient intra-cavity PhC acting as a spatial 
filter in BAS lasers. The possible monolithic implementation 
scheme is illustrated in Fig. 1(b), showing how the PhC 
structure could be integrated directly between the active 
medium and the laser output cavity mirror. Such integration 
is, however, very challenging technologically. In order to 
show the reliability of the physical principle, i.e. to test the 
spatial filtering effect of the PhC, we propose in this article 
an extended-cavity configuration designed to mimic the 

action of the more compact cavity. A low antireflective (AR) 
coating at the output facet of the semiconductor material 
prevents the lasing in the semiconductor gain medium alone, 
and enables building of the extended resonator by using 
external mirrors. Collimation optics and an external output 
cavity mirror provides the necessary feedback to achieve the 
laser action in this extended-cavity configuration, which 
allows placing the PhCs inside the laser cavity to test their 
filtering capabilities, as schematically depicted in Fig. 1(c).   
        The effect of the PhC filtering in BAS lasers has been 
numerically studied in extended cavity configuration [13]. In 
this article, we report the successful proof of the physical 
implementation of this idea, showing how the sub-millimeter 
length PhCs affects the emission of the BAS laser. The intra-
cavity use of such filters allows an improvement of the beam 
spatial quality and an increase of brightness of the emitted 
radiation in high-power regimes. These results open the way 
for promising future goal i.e. the technological 
implementation of a compact (monolithic) intra cavity 
designed system for spatial filtering. This task is beyond the 
scope of the current letter due to technological challenges.  
 
 

 
          
Fig. 2. (a) Illustration of the PhC, showing the architecture of index 
modulation inside the glass substrate and the expected effect on the 
Far-field intensity spectra of the beam, (b) Illustration of the PhC 
fabrication using femtosecond pulsed Bessel beam, and (c) 
photographs and microscope image of the fabricated structures. The 
images of the Far-field beam intensity profiles show the principle of 
angular filtering resulting in narrow angular transmission bands. 
 
        The PhC samples having a 2D periodic refractive index 
modulation (Fig. 2(a)) were fabricated via femtosecond laser 
writing technique in the bulk of glass substrate. The 
substrates were made from N-BK7 (nref  
broadband antireflective coating on both facets. We 
fabricated two versions of PhC filters: the ones inscribed by 
Gaussian beam, and others inscribed using Bessel beam (Fig. 
2(b)). For more details about the fabrication procedures and 
exposure parameters see [11] for Gaussian beam fabrication. 
The Gaussian beam fabrication strategy allows flexible 3D 
geometry but is limited by the working distance of high 
numerical aperture (NA) focusing (microscope) lens, 
therefore the maximal length of the PhC in our case was 
limited to < 375 µm. In addition, a significant amount of 
spherical aberration is present, which leads to defects and 
distortions of the PhC geometry. Moreover, the spatial 
filtering performance (the angular range of deflected 
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components) is proportional to the length of the PhC 
 where  is the change in refractive index, 

which is of the order of 10-3. Due to the limited length of 
PhCs the Gaussian beam fabrication strategy allowed a 
filtering range of ~1 degree, which was not wide enough for 
BAS lasers (~ 5-10 degrees preferred). 
        The Bessel beam fabrication of PhCs [14] has 
practically no limits of longitudinal periods, due to the fact 
that the PhCs are fabricated by a beam illuminating along the 
perpendicular y-direction. Using this technique photonic 
structures of millimeters or even centimeters in length can be 
fabricated [15]. By scanning the sample as shown in Fig. 
2(b), long (~ 600 µm) refractive index modified bulk 
structures were produced. We achieved this by taking a 
UVFS axicon with an apex angle of 179° and illiuminating 
it with a collimated Gaussian intensity profile pulsed (200 
fs) laser beam with a diameter of 2w = 5.3 mm (1/e2), 1030 
nm wavelength, pulse repetition rate of 25 kHz and 8 µJ 
pulse energy. We demagnified the resulting Bessel beam 
with a ~55× telescope producing a 600  length Bessel 
zone inside the substrate. Modified index areas were around 
half the dx value wide and half of the minimum dzmin value 
long (we scanned the substrate at a v = 2500 µm/s linear 
velocity while opening and closing the laser shutter to 
produce modifications of such length). The refractive index 
change is difficult to measure for such a closely packed 
structure, however we expect it to be near   3 10-3 [16, 
17].          
        The geometry of the structures is characterized by the 
transverse and longitudinal lattice constants dx and dz. In 
order to increase the angular width of the filtering area, the 
longitudinal 
along the propagation direction, as also described in [9,14].   
The chirped structures are additionally characterized by the 
values of the longitudinal periods corresponding to the first, 
dz1, and the last, dz2, periods, with dz values changing linearly 
along the structure. Following the previous references [12] 
we use the geometry factor Q to characterize our PhC 
structures. This parameter defines a relation between the 
transverse and longitudinal periods of the structure (not to be 
confused with resonator finess factor) and is defined as 

and can be used to estimate the filtering 

angle . Small variation of the 

geometry factor result in a linear change of the central value 
of the filtering angle .  
        Following this notation, the Gaussian-beam fabricated 
(non-chirped) structure was characterized by 

 and  with an aperture of 2x2 
mm2 and number of longitudinal periods NL = 10. The 
Bessel-beam fabricated structure had a different transverse 
period  and was chirped along the z direction in 
the range of 1.15 1.27 with NL = 80 and an aperture of 
2.85 x 2.3 mm2. In order to increase the height of the PhC 
aperture 5 layers of modified regions were stitched 
vertically. An example of this structure is shown in Fig. 2(c). 
         The filtering performance of the fabricated PhCs can 
be described through their transfer function, i.e. their 
diffracting action on the spatial modes, although for their 
proper operation these filters should be placed in the near 
field plane. The transmittance of the fabricated filters is 
shown in Fig. 2(a). When inserted inside the laser cavity, the 

diffracted modes do not contribute to the lasing action 
modifying the overall output of the system and the dynamics 
of the lasing operation. 
        For the experiments we used a BAS laser of 400 µm 
transverse width (along x-axis) and 1500 µm length (along 
z-axis), emitting 1.3 W in CW regime when operated at 3A 
at a wavelength of 970 nm. In the experiment we drove the 
laser at a repetition rate of 50 Hz with a 25% duty cycle. To 
operate this laser in the extended-cavity configuration the 
output facet of the laser was coated with a low AR coating 
(R<0.01%) to prevent the emission of any optical mode 
above the lasing threshold level from the gain medium alone 
and a 4% reflectivity mirror was used as the output cavity 
laser mirror. The reflectivity of this external mirror is limited 
to 4% to avoid the possible damage of the emitter facets [18]. 
The extended cavity configuration, shown schematically in 
Fig. 3, was implemented using cylindrical lenses acting 
separately in the slow and fast axis. The fast axis emission 
was collimated by mounting a cylindrical lens of very short 
focal length of 590 µm, with a NA of 0.8. (FAC lens in Fig. 
3). For the slow-axis direction, a double 4-f system was used 
to obtain two conjugated planes of the output facet of the 
active medium. In this way, the PhC could be inserted in the 
first conjugated plane, with 1:1 magnification, designated as 
B in Fig. 3. The PhC filters were mounted on a 3D 
translational stage, which allowed inserting it properly into 
the beam path. The size of the PhC 2x2 mm2 for Gaussian 
beam fabricated crystal and 2.85x2.3 mm2 for Bessel beam 
fabricated crystal, was large enough to allow the entire beam 
pass through the filter. The second 4f system provided a 
second near field plane, marked as D in Fig. 3, where the 
output laser-cavity mirror was placed and carefully aligned 
to obtain lasing action. All lenses were AR coated in order 
to prevent the appearance of multiple cavities effect within 
the setup.  
  

 
 
Fig. 3. Experimental setup of spatial filtering in extended-cavity 
configuration. BAS: Broad Area Semiconductor, FAC: fast-axis 
collimator. Lenses 1-4 with a focal length of 50.8 mm. Far-field 
areas are marked as (plane A) and (plane C). Near-field planes 
(images of the BAS output facets marked as B and D). The 
reflectivity of the mirror is 4%.   
       
        The emission characteristics of this extended laser 
when no PhC is inserted in the cavity shows a threshold at 
1.3 A, and a spectral emission centered at 970 nm with a 
spectral bandwidth of 2.9 nm. The beam profile at the output 
of the laser (plane D in Fig. 3) was recorded by imaging this 
plane into a CCD camera (Spiricon SP620U) with proper 
magnification. The near-field profile recorded by this means 
has dimensions of 450 x 1.4 mm. The effect of the PhC 
filtering was observed experimentally by recording the far-
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field distribution of the emitted radiation. The far-field 
pattern in our experiments was recorded using an external 
lens out of the cavity (not shown in Fig. 3) to image the rear 
focal plane into the CCD.  
          Fig. 4(a) shows the far-field profile of the laser 
emission when no filter and when the Gaussian-fabricated 
and Bessel-fabricated PhCs are placed within the laser 
cavity. The PhC effectively filters the beam along the slow-
axis by selectively deflecting the higher-order modes in a 
given frequency range. The spectral selectivity of the filters 
is better seen by plotting the ratio between the far-field 
profile without and with filters inserted in the lasing cavity. 
This ratio, plotted on Fig. 4(b), indicates a clear filtering 
band between 1.5 and 2.5 degrees, with a more pronounced 
effect of the Bessel-fabricated PhC.  
 

 

 
 
Fig. 4. (a) Measured Far-field profile without PhC (green), with PhC 
Gaussian beam (red) and Bessel beam fabricated (black) technique. 
(b) Reconstructed ratio between the far-field profiles in (a) without 
and with filters inserted in the lasing cavity.   
 
        The spatial quality of the beam is quantified by the 
measurement of the beam quality factor and brightness. The 

first is given by where 

BPP refers to beam parameter product and is given by
. The brightness, B 

is defined as  [19], where is the 

average optical power,  and  are the beam quality 

factors along slow and fast axis respectively and  is the 
central wavelength.  
        In our setup, the M2 factor was calculated by recording 
the profile of the beam as a function of propagation distance 
after being focused using an ancillary external lens of 100 
mm focal length. The beam diameter, recorded 
independently in the fast and slow axis, was determined 

deviation of the energy distribution evaluated in the 
transverse direction over the beam intensity profile) [20]. 
From the diameter versus distance plot, the minimum spot 
size and divergence angle was measured to determine M2. 
The initial M2 factor measured from our laser with no 

filtering action was of  = 47 and = 3.3. These 

large values obtained in the slow-axis (x-direction) indicate 
clearly the poor quality of the beam and are consistent with 
reported values in similar systems [21]. The unexpected 
large value of M2 in the fast-axis (y-direction) is due to a 
small misalignment of the FAC lens in this particular sample 
available.  
        The spatial filtering effect of the PhCs in a single 
transmission when placed outside of the laser cavity has been 
proved in previous publications [8, 9]. However, this linear 
single-pass action, while improving the spatial quality of the 

beam (reducing ), does not increase the brightness of 

the emitted radiation. Brightness enhancement is possible by 
intra cavity spatial filtering only. For instance, using 
conventional confocal lens arrangements, the suppression of 
the higher order transverse modes concentrates most of the 
pumping energy into the lowest order modes. The increase 
of brightness is obtained because closing the aperture has a 
weak effect on the total intensity, which decreases weakly, 
but a strong effect on the beam divergence, which can 
decrease considerably. If the aperture is too narrow, starting 
to affect the lowest transverse modes, the brightness starts 
decreasing as well.    
 

 

 
 

Fig. 5. (a) Shows the brightness of emission as a function of aperture 
(blue line) compared with PhC fabricated by Gaussian (PhC-G) and 
Bessel beam (PhC-B) and with No filter (NF).  (b)  Brightness versus 
M2 along the slow axis.   
 
         Before exploring the effect of our fabricated PhC 
filters, we checked the spatial filtering properties using a 
variable thickness slit placed at the far field plane inside the 
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extended laser resonator (plane C shown in Fig. 3). This 
situation allows us to compare the action of the filters with 
respect to a more typical configuration. The initial value of 
M2 and brightness of our laser without any type of filtering 
is shown as the green diamond in Fig. 5(b). The results of the 
brightness as a function of the aperture (width) of the slit are 
shown in Fig. 5(a). The horizontal green line indicates the 
value of the brightness for the case when no aperture was 
placed in the cavity. The calculated brightness as a function 
of aperture width, shows that the decrease in divergence is 
accompanied by brightness increase by a factor of almost 
2.2.    
       While the aperture acts on the transverse modes when 
placed in the far-field plane, the PhC spatial filters work 
when placed inside the cavity at the near-field plane marked 
as B. This is achieved with the help of 4-f system 
configuration as shown in Fig. 3. This is a fundamental 
difference between the conventional far-field filtering, and 
the PhC near field filtering, since the filtering with the PhC, 
positioned in the near field domain, is the only option that 
could be implemented in a monolithic system. The 
brightness of the laser with PhCs intracavity filters are 
indicated by the horizontal (dashed and dashed-dot) lines in 
Fig. 5(a). 
        The measurements with the PhCs fabricated using the 

Gaussian beam technique show that the 
 

factor 

decreased from 47 to 36. As the output optical power 
dropped from 0.31 W to 0.230 W, the reduction of the 
divergence was not sufficient to compensate the loss of 
power and hence the brightness did not increase as indicated 
in Fig. 5(b) (red circle). Next, we explored the Bessel beam 
fabricated crystals. A clear modification of the emission 
pattern is observed (Fig. 4(a)). The change is observable with 
a slight loss in power. For the Bessel-beam fabricated PhCs, 

the reduced from 47 to 28 while brightness increased 

by a factor of 1.5 (black triangle in Fig. 5(b)). 
         The results of spatial filtering for conventional 
confocal filtering, PhC (Gaussian beam) and PhC (Bessel 
beam) compared with the situation without filtering are 
summarized in Fig. 5(b). Although the best performance was 
obtained for the conventional confocal filtering case, it is 
convincingly shown that the action of the improved PhCs 
filters tends towards the achievement of these optimal 
values.  
        Concluding, we have demonstrated spatial filtering in 
broad area semiconductor laser using a PhC spatial filter in 
extended cavity configuration, which mimics the compact 
cavity configuration. The main result was a decrease of 

and the brightness enhancement of the emitted 

radiation. Comparison with the conventional confocal 
filtering technique shows that by using PhCs filtering, one 
can achieve results approaching the same values of spatial 
beam quality improvement. This is the first test to 

demonstrate the working principle of spatial filtering in 
Broad Area Laser with single emitter with output power of 
the order of 1W. The same technique can be applied to high 
power diode laser bars. The advantage of the use of PhCs 
filtering comparing with the conventional technique is that it 
offers the possibility of integration of the PhC into the BAS 
leading to a serious breakthrough in regimes of high power 
emission. This article does not demonstrate such integration 
due to limited technologies, however, it shows the potential 
for such integration in near future, by proving the physical 
principles. 
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